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ABSTRACT 
Per capita alcohol consumption in the WHO European Region, including the European Union (EU), is the highest in the world, which results in proportionally 
higher levels of burden of disease attributable to alcohol use compared to other regions. While there have been welcome improvements in terms of overall 
mortality and alcohol-attributable mortality in EU+ countries (EU Member States, Norway and Switzerland), there was no statistically significant decline 
in total alcohol per capita consumption between 2010 and 2016 and the observed decreases in heavy episodic drinking seem to have come to a halt. 
Assessment of alcohol policies in the 10 areas defined in the European action plan to reduce the harmful use of alcohol 2012−2020 revealed huge variability 
across the countries, including the implementation of the three WHO “best buys” policy measures to reduce noncommunicable diseases related to alcohol. 
Countries scored relatively low on reducing the negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication and very low in pricing policies, and scored 
generally high in the areas of leadership, awareness and commitment, drink–driving policies and countermeasures, and monitoring and surveillance. 
Further steps are needed to maintain reductions in alcohol-attributable harm, specifically in the implementation of evidence-based alcohol policies to 
decrease levels of per capita alcohol consumption and heavy episodic drinking.
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v •FOREWORD
Alcohol is one of the most commonly used psychoactive and dependence-producing substances in Europe. Despite being a major risk 
factor for burden of disease, with substantial impacts not only on individual drinkers but also on society at large, alcohol consumption 
in Europe continues to be almost double the global average. 
In 2011, the WHO European Region adopted the European action plan to reduce the harmful use of alcohol 2012–2020 (EAPA). 
Through collaboration with the European Commission, countries have been supported to collect data and ensure harmonization across 
key indicators described in the EAPA. This collaboration has contributed to strengthening of national monitoring systems for assessing 
changes in alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harms, identifying effective and ineffective policy measures and feeding into 
revisions of national alcohol-related plans and strategies. 
This report provides a snapshot of alcohol consumption, alcohol-related harm and alcohol policy responses in 30 European countries 
– European Union Member States, Norway and Switzerland (EU+). The report also summarizes changes in alcohol consumption and 
alcohol-related harm between 2010 and 2016.
While there were very welcome improvements in alcohol-related death rates between 2010 and 2016, the report shows that alcohol 
remains a major public health priority. More than 290 000 people died in 2016 due to alcohol-attributable diseases, and 7.6 million 
years of life were lost due to either premature mortality or disability. 
We therefore should not be complacent. 
As this report highlights, alcohol consumption in EU+ countries has stagnated. Reducing alcohol-related harm requires the 
implementation of effective and decisive alcohol policies, notably by adopting marketing controls, reducing access to alcohol and 
using taxation to affect consumption. Other measures, such as better and more informative labelling of alcoholic beverages and the 
implementation of screening and brief interventions in primary health care, are also important. 
To make progress and reduce alcohol-attributable harm in European countries, it is important to significantly curb alcohol consumption 
and, especially, the prevalence of heavy episodic drinking. Cost-effective alcohol policies known as WHO “best buys”, as cited in this 
report, will alleviate the societal costs attributable to alcohol consumption, the harm to people other than the drinker, and reduce 
inequities in alcohol harm. We therefore call upon all stakeholders to accelerate progress to achieve health-related Sustainable 
Development Goals.
Dr Zsuzsanna Jakab
WHO Regional Director for Europe
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x • EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The WHO European Region continues to have the highest level of alcohol consumption per capita globally. Given this high 
average drinking level, the WHO European Region, including Member States that are part of the European Union (EU), has 
proportionately higher levels of burden of disease attributable to alcohol use compared to other regions. 
The monitoring of changes in alcohol consumption, harm to health and development of public health policy are priorities for 
both the European Commission and the WHO Regional Office for Europe. This report is the most recent overview of alcohol 
consumption, alcohol-related harm and alcohol policy responses in 30 European countries (EU Member States, Norway and 
Switzerland) (EU+) in 2016. The report also summarizes changes in alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harm between 
2010 and 2016, elaborating further on the possible causes of changes. The most important data source for alcohol-related 
information for all parts of the report is the WHO Global Survey on Alcohol and Health, the last iteration of which was conducted 
in 2016 in collaboration with all six WHO regional offices2 and the European Commission (in countries of the EU).
Parts 1 and 2 of the report describe alcohol consumption as a risk factor for burden of disease in the EU+ countries. The 
methodology underlying the report is the same as that for the Global status report on alcohol and health 2018 (1) and is described 
in the Data sources and methods source (see "Data sources and methods", page viii). Table ES.1 lists countries in each geographical 
area considered in this report.
Part 3 presents results on Members States’ progress towards implementing the policy measures outlined in the European plan to 
reduce harmful use of alcohol 2012–2020 (EAPA) (2). Responses were provided by Member States through relevant survey questions 
from the WHO 2016 Global Survey on Alcohol and Health and from the WHO 2014 Atlas on Substance Abuse questionnaire. 
The methodology is described in detail in the WHO publication Policy in action – a tool for measuring policy implementation (3). 
Part 4 discusses the main findings and highlights the main conclusions of the report and implications for alcohol policy action 
in EU+ countries.
Alcohol consumption
Per capita alcohol consumption (APC) varied widely by country in 2016. In general, APC was lower in northern and southern 
European Member States and higher in the middle band of countries. Similar patterns were found for the prevalence of current 
drinkers and heavy episodic drinking.
In brief:
• adult (age 15+ years) APC was 11.3 litres of pure alcohol, comprising 9.9 litres recorded alcohol and 1.4 litres unrecorded 
alcohol, equivalent to an average of more than 170 grams of alcohol per week;
• on average, men consumed 18.3 litres of pure alcohol and women 4.7 litres, meaning the average level of drinking was 
nearly four-fold higher in men;
2 WHO regional offices for Africa, the Americas, Europe, the Eastern Mediterranean, South-East Asia and the Western Pacific.
Table ES.1. Countries in each geographical area
Subregion Countries
Western Europe Ireland and the United Kingdom
Central–western Europe Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Switzerland
Central–eastern Europe Czechia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia
Eastern Europe Bulgaria and Romania
Baltic countries Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
Mediterranean countries Cyprus, France, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal and Spain
Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden
xi •• the gap between women and men for APC and current drinker prevalence was greatest in people over 65; the prevalence 
gender gap was greater in Mediterranean and eastern European countries compared to the remaining EU+ countries, and 
per capita consumption peaked in women among 20–24-year-olds and in men among those aged 35–49; 
• the prevalence of current drinkers (that is, people who reported drinking alcohol within the last 12 months) was 72% (61.4% 
women; 83.3% men); 
• APC in current drinkers was 15.7 litres of pure alcohol (7.7 litres for women and 21.9 litres for men), which is equivalent to an 
average weekly intake of about 240 grams of alcohol; and 
• the prevalence of heavy episodic drinking (60+ grams of alcohol on at least one occasion during past 30 days) was 30.4% 
(14.4% among women; 47.4% among men). 
Between 2010 and 2016:
• APC decreased from 11.5 to 11.3 litres of pure alcohol (in the EU+), a proportional drop of 1.5% that was not statistically 
significant when accounting for measurement errors; 
• there was wide variability in changes in APC of pure alcohol across EU+ countries, with 17 countries reporting overall 
decreases and 13 overall increases (the decrease was most significant in Nordic and Mediterranean countries); 
• APC in the age group 15–19 decreased from 7.2 litres to 7.0 litres of pure alcohol; the percentage of current drinkers also 
decreased in this age group from 64.9% in 2010 to 61.4% in 2016;
• APC in the age group 20–24 decreased from 12 litres to 11.7 litres of pure alcohol; the percentage of current drinkers also 
decreased in this age group from 78.6% in 2010 to 75.9% in 2016; 
• the gender gap in consumption widened, with a greater decline for women (–6.2%) than men (–2.8%) in the proportion 
drinking within the past year;
• the prevalence of current drinkers decreased from 75.3% to 72.0%, a statistically significant proportional drop of 4.3%;
• the average intake of pure alcohol among current drinkers increased from 15.2 to 15.7 litres, a proportional increase of 2.9% 
that was not statistically significant when accounting for measurement errors; and
• the prevalence of heavy episodic drinking decreased from 34.1% to 30.4%, a statistically significant proportional drop of 
10.7%; observed reductions of heavy episodic drinking patterns in EU+ countries seem, however, to have come to a halt.
Alcohol-related health and social harm
There was large variation across countries in overall alcohol-attributable health and social harm in 2016, similar to the variation 
in adult APC. People of low socioeconomic status across a number of European countries had a three-fold mortality risk for 
causes of death fully attributable to alcohol use compared to people with high socioeconomic status. Both APC and alcohol-
attributable years of life lost (YLL) were lowest in Nordic and Mediterranean countries, with the exception of Portugal. 
In brief: 
• overall in 2016, 5.5% of all deaths in the EU+ were caused by alcohol; in absolute numbers, 291 100 people died due to 
alcohol consumption in 2016; 
• alcohol-attributable deaths were largely due to cancer (29% of alcohol-attributable deaths), liver cirrhosis (20%), 
cardiovascular disease (19%) and injury (18%); 
• 19.0% of all deaths in the 15–19 years age group were alcohol-attributable, meaning about every fifth death in this group 
was caused by alcohol;
• the proportion in the 20–24 years age group was 23.3%, meaning that about every fourth death was caused by alcohol; 
• overall in 2016, alcohol use caused 8.3% of the YLL in the EU+, representing 7.6 million years lost prematurely because of 
alcohol consumption;
• alcohol-attributable YLL rates in 2016 were affected by the same major influencing factors that impacted on mortality rates: 
average level of alcohol consumption, prevalence of heavy episodic drinking, rates of all-cause mortality, and the wealth of 
countries as measured in gross domestic product at purchasing power parity;
• alcohol-attributable YLL made up a larger proportion of all YLL (8.3%) in 2016 than the proportion of alcohol-attributable 
deaths of all deaths (5.5%);
• alcohol-attributable deaths happened relatively early in the life-course, mainly due to injury: on average, premature death 
due to alcohol use involved a loss of 26.1 life years (women: 21.2 years; men: 27.5 years); 
xii • • overall, more than 10.3 million disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) were attributable to alcohol use in 2016, either because 
of premature death or due to living with a disability; 
• injuries and alcohol-use disorders made up 93% of all alcohol-attributable years lived with disability in the EU+ in 2016; 
• men are more affected than women in relation to alcohol-attributable disease burden, by a ratio of about 3.5 : 1; and 
• the impact of alcohol use depends on various risk factors such as tobacco use, diet and nutrition, inequality, poverty and 
other economic conditions, as well as on the health-care system; these factors resulted in different mortality burdens per litre 
of pure alcohol per capita in different countries.
Between 2010 and 2016:
• the absolute number of alcohol-related deaths in the EU+ decreased by 3%, from 300 900 to 291 100;
• there was wide variability in changes in alcohol-related harm by country, with no consistent pattern emerging; the alcohol-
attributable fraction (AAF) for alcohol-related deaths decreased from 6.0% to 5.5%, a 7.9% proportional reduction;
• the age-standardized alcohol-attributable death rate decreased from 35.5/100 000 to 30.5/100 000, a proportional 14.1% 
reduction;
• the age-standardized alcohol-attributable death rate decreased by 31% and 30% for adolescents and young adults, 
respectively;
• the absolute number of alcohol-attributable YLL decreased by 11%, from 8.6 million to 7.6 million;
• the AAF for alcohol-related YLL decreased from 9.2% to 8.3%, a 9.6% proportional reduction;
• the age-standardized alcohol-attributable YLL rate decreased from 1234/100 000 to 1016/100 000, a proportional 17.6% 
reduction;
• the reduction in the age-standardized alcohol-attributable YLL rate contributed to the overall reduction of YLL rates in 
Europe over the last half decade;
• the absolute number of alcohol-attributable DALYs decreased by 9.6%, from 11.4 million to 10.3 million;
• the AAF for alcohol-related DALYs decreased from 7.5% to 6.8%, a 9.4% proportional reduction; 
• the age-standardized alcohol-attributable DALY rate decreased from 1704/100 000 to 1468/100 000, a proportional 13.9% 
reduction; and
• there is still a clear west–east gradient, with the largest AAFs, alcohol-attributable mortality and DALYs in the eastern part 
of the EU+.
Causes of changes in alcohol-related health and social harm
Age-standardized death rates for all causes of death in EU+ countries decreased by 9% between 2010 and 2016. This decrease 
is the largest driver of the 14.1% decrease in age-standardized death rates for alcohol-related causes of death. Reductions in 
alcohol-attributable YLL and DALY rates were also observed, contributing to the overall reduction of YLL and DALY rates in 
Europe and impacting on life expectancy.
Socioeconomic inequalities are an important determinant of diminished life expectancy. At the same time, trends in alcohol-
attributable mortality are greatly impacted by trends in overall mortality; if the death rates on which alcohol operates go down, 
alcohol-related death rates inevitably will also go down, even if there is no change in alcohol consumption. This means that the 
observed changes seem to be driven mostly by overall improvement in health and health care for the EU+ population rather 
than by reduction in prevalence of heavy episodic drinking and alcohol consumption in current drinkers. 
A comparison between 2010 and 2016 suggests that the observed reductions of heavy episodic drinking patterns in EU+ 
countries seem to have come to a halt. This means that countries cannot continue to rely on the favourable trends to continue 
without taking any further steps toward better controlling alcohol consumption in the future through implementation and 
enforcement of evidence-based policies.
Alcohol policies
Alcohol policies in EU+ countries in 2016 were assessed using the WHO tool for measuring alcohol policy implementation in 
the 10 areas defined in the EAPA. The results showed huge variability across the countries for all 10 policy areas, indicating 
possibilities for large areas of improvement.
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In brief: 
• there were three areas for which Member States as a whole scored more than two thirds of the total possible policy score 
(based on the mean): leadership, awareness and commitment (area 1); drink–driving policies and countermeasures (area 4); 
and monitoring and surveillance (area 10);
• there were two areas for which Member States as a whole scored less than one third of the total possible policy score (based 
on the mean): pricing policies (area 7); and reducing the negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication (area 8); 
• regarding implementation of the three WHO “best buys” policy measures to reduce noncommunicable diseases (availability, 
advertising and pricing): 
o for availability, area 5, the range in scores was wide, with no country scoring in the top decile and three scoring in the 
bottom decile; 
o for marketing, area 6, scores ranged across all 10 deciles, with few countries employing a complete ban across all media;
o the area of pricing polices (area 7) was the worst performer, with only five countries adjusting the price of beer and spirits 
for inflation, and only three adjusting the price of wine; 
• within area 8, reducing the negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication, only two countries had a legal 
requirement for warning labels on bottles or containers; and 
• in area 2, health services' response, which was completed by only 18 of 30 countries, countries were unable to provide data 
on the proportion of primary health-care services implementing screening and brief advice programmes to reduce harmful 
use of alcohol. 
Conclusions
The WHO European Region is the region with the highest alcohol consumption. The level of consumption has not changed in 
the EU+ since 2010. While there is some improvement in alcohol-attributable mortality and harm, alcohol-attributable burden 
of disease and mortality in the EU+ is still at a high level, and the decreases in deaths from 301 000 in 2010 to 291 000 in 2016 
cannot be seen as real success. The highest proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths was found in young adults.
Overall, there seem to be encouraging signs of alcohol policy development in some countries, which have resulted in larger 
decreases in alcohol-attributable burden in these countries than neighbouring countries without such policies. To be able 
to maintain reductions in alcohol-attributable health and social harm, EU+ countries need to accelerate progress in the 
implementation of evidence-based alcohol policies to decrease levels of APC and harmful drinking patterns. This means that 
well proven evidence-based policy measures, such as better regulation and control of marketing, reduced availability and 
accessibility to alcoholic beverages and use of taxation to reduce their affordability, and the implementation of screening and 
brief interventions at primary health-care level need to be further strengthened.   
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BACKGROUND
Alcohol consumption has been established as one of the major risk factors for global burden of disease and mortality (1–3). Given 
the high average level of consumption, the WHO European Region, including the European Union (EU), has proportionately 
higher levels of burden of disease attributable to alcohol use compared to other regions (3). 
Alcohol-attributable burden can be described in two ways: first, as the proportion of health burden, usually measured either in 
number of deaths, or years of life lost (YLL), or disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) caused by alcohol exposure (for instance, 
9.9% of all female breast cancer deaths in the countries of the EU, Norway and Switzerland (EU+) in 2016 were due to alcohol1). 
Such proportions can be calculated with the usual attributable fractions approach based on Levin’s classic work in the 1950s 
(4–7). Alternatively, alcohol-attributable burden can be expressed by alcohol-attributable population rates of burden indicators 
(in 2016 in the EU+, for example, 1.9 women per 100 000 died of alcohol-attributable breast cancer). In the former statistic of 
attributable fractions, the EU would be among the higher regions globally. In the latter statistic of attributable burdens, the 
EU would be surpassed by many regions that have lower alcohol consumption and proportionally lower alcohol-attributable 
fractions, but much higher rates of causes of death affected by alcohol, as in some middle-income countries (3).2 Alcohol-
attributable rates of mortality and burden of disease in EU+ countries are therefore lower than the global average.
Given the high burden of disease attributable to alcohol use, a global monitoring and surveillance system for this risk factor 
was established (8). Data from this system are regularly updated as part of the World Health Statistics (9), based on the global 
monitoring frameworks for noncommunicable disease (10) and for monitoring the targets of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (11). This report is part of the monitoring for alcohol use and health and social harm in the WHO European 
Region. It follows the reports on alcohol use, harm and policy in the EU from 2012 and 2013 (12,13) and trend analyses from 
1990–2014 on alcohol and harm in the Region in which the EU was one of the regions reported (14).
Socioeconomic inequalities are an important determinant of diminished life expectancy. Over the past several years, 
for example, life expectancy in the United States of America has been stagnating and even slightly decreasing (15,16). This 
development can be explained in part by increasing mortality rates from causes of death such as suicide, liver cirrhosis and 
overdoses from psychoactive substances. These causes, which Case & Deaton have termed “deaths of despair”, are closely 
linked to alcohol and other substance use (17). Increases in mortality rates and, in particular, for “deaths of despair” were highest 
in populations with low socioeconomic status (17). Overall, the evidence suggests that the joint effect of alcohol use and low 
socioeconomic status has contributed to the disconcerting developments in life expectancy in the United States (18,19); this effect 
is probably more than just the addition of both factors (that is, an interaction). 
Such socioeconomic differences are also observed for causes of death attributable to alcohol use across a number of countries, 
including some in Europe (20–22). Particularly large differences in alcohol-attributable mortality have been found in eastern–
central and Baltic countries, and in Denmark and Finland. People of low socioeconomic status across a number of European 
countries had a three-fold mortality risk for causes of death fully attributable to alcohol use compared to people with high 
socioeconomic status. This socioeconomic inequality was higher than for other causes of death (23).
Looking at developments over the past years shows that, fortunately, all-cause mortality rates have continuously declined 
for all socioeconomic strata in a number of European countries (24,25). In some EU+ countries, however, mortality rates from 
causes of death fully attributable to alcohol use have increased among people with low socioeconomic status (22). Consequently, 
socioeconomic inequalities in fully alcohol-attributable deaths have widened. Alcohol-attributable mortality already explains 
10% of the total socioeconomic inequalities in mortality in some EU+ countries (22). 
1 This proportion is usually called the alcohol-attributable fraction (AAF). Formally, AAFs are used to express the extent (quantify the proportion) to which alcohol use 
contributed to a health outcome, such as number of deaths, YLL or burden of disease as measured in DALYs. It is calculated against the counterfactual scenario of no 
alcohol use in the past (see the Data sources and methods source (see "Data sources and methods", page viii) on the methodology for burden estimation).
2 As indicated above, alcohol-attributable rates of mortality are based on two components: first, the level of mortality; and second, the level of alcohol consumption. High-
income countries such as those in the EU have lower levels of mortality due to a number of factors, including better living circumstances, fewer risk factors and better 
health-care systems.
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In relation to economic developments, there are some indications that income inequalities – the extent to which income is 
distributed in an uneven way across the population – are rising in Europe (26). An examination of alcohol use and attributable 
harm for the EU+ is therefore timely to determine how these developments have affected overall trends in mortality and what 
developments can be expected for the future.
 
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IN THE EU+ IN 2016 AND TRENDS SINCE 2010
Key indicators of alcohol consumption in the EU+ countries (total number of countries: N = 30) are shown in Table 1. In 2016, 
adults (aged 15 and above (15+)) across all countries consumed 11.3 litres of pure alcohol per capita (women: 4.7 litres; men: 
18.3 litres), 9.9 litres of which were consumed in the form of recorded alcohol and 1.4 litres in the form of unrecorded alcohol. 
Unrecorded alcohol is not taxed in the country where it is consumed because it is usually produced, distributed or sold outside 
the formal channels under government control (3). There are several sources for unrecorded alcohol, which can be legally or 
illegally produced, sold and purchased. In EU+ countries, this is a large heterogeneous group of different products that vary 
between, and within, countries. Four broad categories of unrecorded alcohol can be distinguished: 1) homemade alcoholic 
beverages (legal and illegal); 2) illegally produced alcohol and/or counterfeit alcoholic products, or informally produced alcohol 
that was not declared to state authorities to avoid taxation; 3) alcoholic products not or not officially intended for human 
consumption, but consumed as surrogate alcohol (such as medicinal or cosmetic alcohols); and 4) alcohol that is brought across 
the border (smuggled or legally brought, but registered in another jurisdiction). 
This report uses a mix of indirect and direct assessment methods as well as expert judgement to estimate consumption of 
unrecorded alcohol (see the Data sources and methods source for information on the methodology of estimation and Box 1 for 
the methods of estimating unrecorded alcohol consumption). The current estimate for EU+ countries is 1.4 litres of unrecorded 
alcohol per capita, making up about 12% of total alcohol per capita (see Table 1).
Table 1. Alcohol exposure indicators in EU+, 2016 and 2010
2016 2010 Proportional change (%)
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total
APCa in  
litres pure 
alcohol
Total 4.7 
(4.4–5.0)
18.3 
(17.3–19.3)
11.3 
(10.7–11.9)
4.9 
(4.7–5.2) 
18.4 
(17.5–19.4) 
11.5 
(10.9–12.0) 
 -4.5  -0.8  -1.5
Recorded 4.1 16 9.9 4.4 16.6 10.3  -7.0  -3.4  -4.2
Unrecorded 0.6 2.3 1.4 0.5 1.8 1.1  18.6  23.3  22.3
Total APC  
among drinkers
7.7 
(7.2–8.1)
21.9 
(20.7–23.1)
15.7 
(14.8–16.5)
7.5 
(7.1–7.9)
21.5 
(20.4–22.6)
15.2 
(14.4–16.0)
 1.8  2.1  2.9
Lifetime  
abstainer (%)
17.5 
(15.3–20.0)
5.7 
(4.9–6.7)
11.8 
(10.2–13.5)
16.8 
(14.8–19.1)
5.4 
(4.7–6.3)
11.3 
(9.9–12.9)
 3.9  4.6  4.0 
Current  
drinkers (%)
61.4 
(58.3–64.4)
83.3 
(81.4–85.1)
72 
(69.5–74.4)
65.4 
(62.7–68.1)
85.7 
(84.2–87.1)
75.3 
(73.1–77.3)
 -6.2  -2.8  -4.3 
Heavy episodic 
drinkingb (%)
14.4 
(12.7–16.3)
47.4 
(44.1–50.6)
30.4 
(27.9–32.9)
17.2 
(15.2–19.3)
52 
(48.7–55.2)
34.1 
(31.4–36.7)
 -16.0  -8.9  -10.7 
Note: numbers in parentheses refer to 95% confidence intervals (CI).
a APC = alcohol per capita consumption, in litres of pure alcohol per adult (15+).  
b Heavy episodic drinking is defined as the percentage of all adults (15+) with at least one occasion with a minimum intake of 60 grams of pure alcohol in the past 30 days.
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4 • Box 1. How can unrecorded alcohol consumption be estimated?
By its very nature, unrecorded alcohol consumption is difficult to measure as it evades governmental control and monitoring. 
There are various assessment methods that use different indicators and which have different advantages and limitations, 
depending on the context and the subtype of unrecorded alcohol. 
Direct assessment methods are individual-level screenings and surveys, which include other important demographic indicators 
about the individual (sex, age, socioeconomic status), but are prone to the usual biases that affect survey responses. The most 
important biases in this case are: 1) selection bias – many surveys do not include special populations in which consumption of 
unrecorded alcohol (and alcohol in general) is over-proportionally high, such as homeless or institutionalized people; 2) recall 
bias – respondents tend to forget their actual alcohol intake, regardless of whether recorded or not; and 3) social desirability bias 
– which is closely connected to the stigmatization of problematic drinking behaviours and consumption of at least certain types 
of unrecorded alcohol. All three factors contribute to a substantial underreporting of drinking levels in surveys and screenings, 
which leads to the need for adjustment. 
Indirect assessment methods encompass different estimation techniques, which are based on indirect indicators that are related 
to unrecorded alcohol consumption. In most cases these are routine data commonly collected by national statistical services 
or other institutions, such as records on cultivated vineyard areas, sugar sales or records of produced ethanol for medicinal 
purposes, and customs and police records on smuggled or counterfeit alcohol. Further indicators can be alcohol-related problems 
such as alcohol-attributable mortality or 100% alcohol-attributable conditions, such as alcoholic psychoses or poisonings. Such 
aggregate-level estimates, however, can be very inaccurate as they are based on assumptions and allow for many confounding 
factors that cannot properly be controlled. They further require elaborated statistical modelling, as indicators cannot be used in 
the initial form. 
Finally, different techniques of expert judgement exist that can be utilized to produce estimates of unrecorded alcohol 
consumption. Besides the usual social and cognitive biases in judgement, conflict of interest is one of the biggest challenges 
connected to expert estimates. 
 
TRENDS IN ALCOHOL USE BETWEEN 2010 AND 2016 IN EU+ COUNTRIES 
Recorded alcohol consumption decreased in EU+ countries by 4.2% (–0.4 litres per capita) between 2010 and 2016, while 
unrecorded alcohol consumption increased by +22.3% (+0.3 litres per capita). Total alcohol per capita consumption (APC) in the 
EU+ in 2016 was 11.3 litres of pure alcohol (men: 18.3; women: 4.7), compared to 11.5 litres in 2010. 
Variations in trends of APC at country level were large (17 countries increasing and 13 countries decreasing) and the overall trend 
of –0.2 litres per capita in the adult population was not significant when measurement errors were accounted for (proportional 
reduction = –1.5%). The reduction of recorded alcohol use in EU+ countries could mainly be attributed to decreasing use of 
wine (–0.2 litres; –4.9%) and spirits (–0.2 litres; –7.3%) and, to a lesser extent, to beer (–0.05 litres; –1.3%) and other beverages 
(–0.03 litres; –14.1%). 
The proportion of current (past-year) drinkers in the EU+ decreased between 2010 and 2016 (–4.3%), with more pronounced 
declines among women (–6.2%) than men (–2.8%). Because of the decline in the prevalence of current drinkers, the average 
alcohol intake among drinkers in the EU+ increased by +2.9% (women: +1.8%; men: +2.1%). The average intake of pure alcohol 
among drinkers in 2016 added up to 15.7 litres per year, or 34 grams per day – the equivalent of three standard drinks.3 In 
parallel with the prevalence of current drinking, the prevalence of heavy episodic drinking (HED) patterns (at least one occasion 
with an intake of at least 60 grams of pure alcohol in the past 30 days) decreased by –10.7% (women: –16.0%; men: –8.9%).
Trends in the entire WHO European Region 
Total APC for the entire WHO European Region in 2016 was 9.8 litres of pure alcohol (men: 16.0; women: 4.2) (3). Decreasing 
levels of recorded per capita consumption were more pronounced in the entire WHO European Region (–1.1 litres; –12.2%) 
3 As a rough guide, a standard drink contains about 10–12 grams of pure alcohol, but some restaurants and bars serve larger drinks than the standard. Differences also 
exist in the assumed size and strength of a standard drink across European countries (27).
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compared to EU+ countries alone, and all subcategories decreased. The largest decreases were recorded for beer (–0.3 litres; 
–8.6%) and spirit use (–0.5 litres; –17.6%). 
Different trajectories are observed between EU+ and WHO European Region countries in relation to unrecorded alcohol use. 
Per capita consumption of unrecorded alcohol increased by +22.3% (+0.3 litres) in EU+ countries between 2010 and 2016, while 
it fell by –12.8% (–0.3 litres) in WHO European Region countries.
Fig. 1 displays the disaggregated trajectory 
of recorded alcohol use by beverage type 
for EU+ and all WHO European Region 
countries (N = 50; all Member States with 
the exception of Andorra, Monaco and San 
Marino). 
Country-level alcohol consumption
Overall, there is high variability in the level 
of alcohol consumption between EU+ 
countries (Fig. 2).4 The general picture in 
2016 shows lower consumption in the 
northern and southern part of the EU+ 
(lowest per capita consumption in Norway 
and Italy with 7.5 litres adult APC), with the 
highest level of consumption in a middle 
belt starting from Ireland and stretching 
to Romania in the south-east and the 
Baltic countries in the north-east. A similar 
pattern was found in 2010. Over time, 
average alcohol consumption in all northern 
European and most southern European 
countries tended to decrease, while average 
alcohol consumption tended to increase 
in the middle belt, resulting in a slightly 
larger variability of alcohol consumption in 
EU+ countries in 2016 than in 2010. Over 
longer time periods, it seems that the prior 
convergence of drinking levels within the 
EU seems to have come to an end, although 
the reasons for this are not entirely clear.
 
CURRENT DRINKERS
The geographic patterns of prevalence of 
current drinking (defined as the proportion 
of adults aged 15+ with at least one alcohol 
intake occasion in the past 12 months) in 
4 While there was high variability in drinking levels between countries in 2016, this variability had decreased markedly since 1990. The variance of adult APC between EU 
countries decreased from 8.3 litres in 1990, to 6.0 litres in 2000, to 3.4 in 2010. Variance is a statistical concept which measures deviations from the average, in this case 
from the average level of alcohol consumption. The dramatic average decrease of variance in EU countries indicates that the overall level of alcohol consumption became 
increasingly similar in this region.
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Fig. 1. APC among adults (15+) between 2010 and 2016, by region and beverage type
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Fig. 2. APC among adults (15+) in EU+ in litres of pure alcohol, 2016
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2016 are displayed in Fig. 3. The prevalence 
of current drinking in the EU+ as a whole 
has declined, with reductions in most 
countries, albeit to different degrees. Only in 
Latvia has past-year drinking become more 
prevalent (increased from 72.6% to 75.0%). 
In contrast, the prevalence of current 
drinking was above the EU+ average (72%) 
in most countries in the central–western, 
Nordic and Baltic subregions. 
 
HEAVY EPISODIC 
DRINKING
Country-level variations in HED in 2016 
are shown in Fig. 4. HED is defined as the 
percentage of all adults (15+) with at least 
one occasion with a minimum intake of 
60 grams of pure alcohol in the past 30 
days. Patterns of HED among the adult 
population are most prevalent in Germany, 
Luxembourg, Czechia, Slovenia and the 
Baltic countries, while it is least prevalent in 
Mediterranean countries. 
Overall, HED has become less prevalent 
in 29 of the 30 countries of the EU+, the 
exception being Latvia (increased from 
42.8% to 44.3%). The trend for the EU+ 
showed a significant decline. By sex, the 
prevalence of adults with HED patterns 
followed the same trends, with annual 
reductions amounting to –0.4% (p < 0.001) 
and –0.6% (p < 0.001) for females and 
males, respectively.
 
COUNTRY-LEVEL TRENDS 
Changes in adult APC between 2010 and 
2016 at country level are shown in Fig. 5. 
Substantial variations in changes in per capita consumption of pure alcohol between 2010 and 2016 were observed across EU+ 
countries, with 17 reporting overall decreases and 13 overall increases. The largest absolute declines in per capita consumption 
were observed in Romania (–2.4 litres), Croatia (–2.3 litres) and Finland (–1.9 litres). Countries with the largest growth in per 
capita consumption were Latvia (+1.3 litres), Slovenia (+1.2 litres) and Malta (+1.1 litres).
Disaggregating per capita consumption to its constituent parts – recorded, unrecorded and tourist consumption5 – shows 
5 Tourist consumption was calculated for each country, contrasting the alcohol use of inbound tourists with that of outbound tourists. Values greater than zero indicate that 
the population from a given country drank more abroad than tourists coming to their home country.
65.0–67.4
72.5–74.9
75.0–79.9
80.0–92.0
70.0–72.4
67.5–69.0
Current drinkers (%)
50.0–64.9
Fig. 3. Current drinker prevalence (proportion of adults aged 15+ with at
least one alcohol intake occasion in the past 12 months) in EU+ countries, 2016
25.0–29.9
35.0–37.4
37.5–39.9
40.0–50.0
32.5–34.9
30.0–32.4
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20.0–24.9
Fig. 4. Prevalence of HED (defined as the percentage of all adults 15+ with at 
least one occasion with a minimum intake of 60 g pure alcohol in the past 30 days ) 
in EU+ countries, 2016
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that for most countries, total alcohol consumption 
was mainly impacted by recorded and unrecorded 
consumption, while the level of tourist consumption 
was negligible. Estonia was an exception to this, 
with meaningful changes in tourist consumption 
(–1.8 litres) offsetting increases in both unrecorded and 
recorded per capita consumption and resulting in a decrease 
in total alcohol consumption (–0.8 litres).
Changes in both recorded and unrecorded consumption 
followed the same direction as changes in total consumption 
in most EU+ countries. Notable exceptions were Spain, 
Cyprus and Greece, where reductions in recorded alcohol 
consumption were substantially counterbalanced by 
increases in unrecorded alcohol consumption. There were 
no substantial changes in tourist consumption in most of 
the countries except, as mentioned above, for Estonia, 
where tourist consumption decreased by 1.8 litres, and 
Croatia, where it increased by 0.6 litres. 
 
AGE DIFFERENCES
Overall, changes in adult APC in EU+ countries were not 
uniform across sex and age. Across the lifespan, alcohol use 
peaks among 35–49-year-olds (per capita consumption 
13.4 litres) but is lowest among the youngest (15–19-year-
olds: per capita consumption 7.0 litres) and oldest age 
groups (65 years and older: per capita consumption 8.5 
litres). APC in males follows a similar distribution across the 
lifespan (peaking among 35–49-year-olds at 21.4 litres; for 
all males, it is 18.3 litres) while per capita consumption in 
females peaks earlier in life (peaking among 20–24-year-
olds at 5.7 litres; for all females, it is 4.7 litres).
Fig. 6 summarizes changes in per capita consumption 
and prevalence of current drinkers between 2010 and 
2016 by age and sex. Average per capita consumption 
between 2010 and 2016 fell by –0.2 litres (–3.3%) among 
15–19-year-olds (from 7.19 to 6.98 litres) and by –0.2 litres 
(–1.9%) among 20–24-year-olds (from 11.97 to 11.74 litres). 
In all other age groups, per capita consumption decreased 
less than the adult average (–1.5%). In relation to the 
prevalence of past-year drinkers, reductions were observed 
across all age groups, with the most pronounced decreases 
recorded among 15–19-year-olds (–5.4%) and those over 
65 (–5.3%). Changes in prevalence of current drinking were 
below the adult average (–4.3%) in all other age groups.
 
Note: round dots represent the change in total APC along with the CIs (thin bars with whiskers to the left and 
right of the dot).
Recorded Unrecorded Tourist
Fig. 5. Adult APC between 2010 and 2016 by country and 
across all EU+ countries. 
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GENDER DIFFERENCES
The average level of drinking in 2016, measured in APC, was nearly four-fold among men compared to women in the adult 
population (men-to-women ratio: 3.9 : 1). The gap was greatest in older age groups (the maximum men-to-women ratio among 
those older than 65 was 4.2 : 1) and smallest among adolescents and young adults (the minimum among 15–19-year-olds was 
3.0 : 1). A similar sex pattern across the lifespan was also observed with current-drinker prevalence, which was consistently 
higher among men compared to women across all age groups (a men-to-women ratio of 1.4 : 1). The largest gaps were recorded 
among the youngest (15–19-year-olds: 1.5 : 1) and the oldest (65 and over: 1.5 : 1) age groups and the narrowest gap between 
women and men was found in young adults (25–34-year-olds: 1.2 : 1).
The prevalence of current drinking tended to be below the EU+ average (72%) in Mediterranean and eastern European countries, 
with indications that this effect is in part due to higher rates of abstinence in women in these countries. This is also reflected in 
a higher sex ratio of male-to-female drinkers in Mediterranean and eastern European countries (ratio: 1.47 : 1 male prevalence: 
78.4%; female prevalence: 53.2%) compared to the remaining EU+ countries (ratio: 1.31 : 1 male prevalence: 85.4%; female 
prevalence: 64.7%).
a Within the boxplots, horizontal lines refer to the EU+ median. The rhomboids represent the EU+ mean and each dot along the vertical line denotes one country estimate.
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Fig. 6. Changes in APC among adults (15+) and prevalence of current drinkers between 2010 and 2016 by age and sex displayed as 
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BACKGROUND
Alcohol is a unique risk factor for morbidity and mortality as it has two dimensions of exposure – the average level of consumption 
and patterns of drinking – that need to be taken into consideration when estimating attributable harm (28–30). It is also unique by 
virtue of the sheer number of diseases with which it is associated: more than 230 three-digit disease and injury codes described 
in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), 10th Revision (31,32) alone would 
fulfil causal criteria, including infectious diseases, noncommunicable diseases and injuries. Not all of the disease codes can be 
captured in this part: comparable burden estimates exist only for a limited number of disease codes, and smaller categories, 
such as “alcohol-induced pseudo-Cushing’s syndrome”, cannot be captured (for more details, see Rehm & Imtiaz (1) and the Data 
sources and methods source for the methodology for burden estimation).
This part outlines the country and EU-wide impacts of alcohol on health, including estimates of harm to others by alcohol in road 
injuries (for harm to others, see Laslett et al. (33)). The numbers of deaths, YLL and DALYs lost in 2016 through alcohol use were 
estimated by comparing the risks of mortality and morbidity to these same risks under a counterfactual scenario (34) in which 
there was no historical consumption of alcohol (that is, the number of deaths and DALYs lost that would not have occurred in 
the absence of alcohol use).
 
CHANGES IN UNDERSTANDING OF HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF 
ALCOHOL USE RESULTING IN CHANGES OF METHODOLOGY
This report uses the same methodology used in the Global status report on alcohol and health 2018 (3). Since the publication of 
the Global status report on alcohol and health 2014 (35), additional evidence has been produced on the risk relationship between 
alcohol use and the occurrence of diseases and injuries. This evidence has been incorporated into the methodologies used to 
produce the report and influences its conclusions. 
First, recently published meta-analyses update the relative risks used to model the deaths and the burden of disease attributable 
to alcohol use. Secondly, unlike the 2014 report, this report includes the burden of disease caused by alcohol-attributable 
cardiomyopathy (36). Methods to estimate the burden among cardiomyopathy attributable to alcohol were developed only 
recently (36), as the standard method could not be applied due to lack of systematic data on risk relations (37). Thirdly, the effect 
of alcohol on the risk of HIV/AIDS (38) was modelled based on condomless sex as opposed to the effect of alcohol on adherence 
to taking highly active antiretroviral therapy (the latter method of modelling (39,40) leads to the reporting of fewer alcohol-
attributable HIV/AIDS deaths). Lastly, unlike the 2014 global status report on alcohol and health, this report does not indicate 
the number of deaths, YLL and DALYs under fetal alcohol spectrum disorder/fetal alcohol syndrome, as these are aggregated 
in the Global Health Estimates (41) with burden indicators from other alcohol-use disorders, such as deaths directly attributed 
to alcohol dependence or alcohol poisoning; there is no way to disaggregate them (for estimates on incidence of fetal alcohol 
spectrum disorder/fetal alcohol syndrome, see Popova et al. (42) and Lange at al. (43); for a general description of burden, see 
Popova et al. (44)).
 
KEY INDICATORS OF ALCOHOL-ATTRIBUTABLE HEALTH BURDEN
This report uses standard measures for burden of disease (45–47). Number of deaths and age-standardized death rates are 
presented for overall deaths, then separated by cause of death. As many alcohol-attributable deaths occur early in life (48), time-
based measures are even more important. This report presents YLL, which are calculated from the number of deaths multiplied 
by the gap between the age of death and a standard life expectancy at the age at which the death occurs, thereby quantifying 
premature death. The report also uses DALYs, which can be defined as a summary measure combining YLL due to premature 
mortality and due to disability (49).
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ALCOHOL-ATTRIBUTABLE MORTALITY
Mortality indicators for EU+ in 2016 and changes since 2010
More than 290 000 people in EU+ countries6 died due to alcohol consumption in 2016 (point estimate: 291 100; 95% 
CI: 227 000–352 500). This means that more than every 19th death in these countries was caused by alcohol, which in turn 
means they could have been avoided if alcohol had not been consumed (for details on the counterfactual scenario above, see 
Rehm et al. (50)). 
As expected by their different levels and patterns of consuming alcohol, men had a higher number of alcohol-attributable 
deaths (215 800) than women (75 300). The ratio of deaths between men and women was about 3 : 1; once these were 
standardized for age, the ratio was even higher at 4 : 1. While the toll of alcohol-attributable mortality was considerable in 
2016, it had decreased from 2010 by about 3% in absolute numbers (from 300 900 to 291 100), by about 8% in the proportion 
of alcohol-attributable mortality, and by 14% in age-standardized alcohol-attributable mortality rates (Table 2). 
An explanation of how to interpret changes in alcohol-attributable deaths indicators is provided in Box 2.
Box 2. How to interpret changes in alcohol-attributable deaths indicators
All indicators for alcohol-attributable deaths went down between 2010 and 2016. The absolute number of alcohol-attributable 
deaths reduced by 3%, from 300 900 to 291 100 deaths. This trend is contrary to the overall mortality trend: the number of 
deaths overall in the EU went up by 5%, from 5 003 600 to 5 253 900.
How can these trends be explained? The population in the EU+ has slowly been increasing (by 1% between 2010 and 2016, from 
about 517 million to 522 million). Within this slowly increasing population, the age structure is changing. The average age in this 
region is increasing, with proportionally fewer people in younger age groups and more in older age groups. Given the increase 
in the older age groups, it is no surprise that the absolute number of deaths rose (as indicated above, by 5% between 2010 and 
2016). In each age group, however, the proportion or, more technically, the rate of people who die, is decreasing. The decrease 
in age-standardized mortality rates for the EU+ was 9% between 2010 and 2016, which is quite substantial.
Alcohol-attributable mortality rates, however, have been decreasing more than overall mortality rates. This may be due to the 
level of alcohol exposure decreasing, or to some important dimension for burden (such as HED) decreasing, or some interaction 
between alcohol use and other risk factors decreasing, or the rates of causes of death that are alcohol-attributable decreasing 
more pronouncedly than other causes of death. Two factors played an important role in alcohol-attributable mortality rates 
for the EU+ between 2010 and 2016: first, the prevalence of HED decreased; and secondly, mortality rates for injuries, in part 
connected with HED, decreased.
While the number of alcohol-attributable deaths is highest later in life (Fig. 7a), the proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths 
of all deaths is highest in early adulthood (Fig. 7b). In 2016, for example, alcohol was responsible for 23.3% of all deaths in EU+ 
countries in the age group 20–24 years. Alcohol use during this phase of life is also the most important risk factor globally (2,49).
6 All main tables refer to EU+ (the 28 EU Member States, Norway and Switzerland). The Data sources and methods source provides some key statistics for the EU alone (see 
Additional Tables 2–4).
Table 2. Alcohol-attributable mortality in the EU+, 2016, and change from 2010, by sex
2016 2010 Proportional change (%)
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total
Mortality AAF (%) 2.8
(1.0–4.6)
8.3
(6.8–9.6)
5.5
(4.3–6.7)
3.1
(1.0–5.2)
8.9
(7.2–10.4)
6.0
(4.6–7.3)
 -8.6  -7.2  -7.9
Attributable 
mortality rates
12.8
(8.5–17.4)
50.6
(42.5–57.1)
30.5
(26.0–34.7)
15.0
(9.2–20.8)
58.9
(48.8–66.7)
35.5
(29.7–40.7)
 -14.2  -14.2  -14.1
Note: proportional change is based on 2010. Mortality rates refer to age-standardized rates per 100 000 population.
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Fig. 7b. Proportion of deaths caused by alcohol by age and sex in the EU+, 2016
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Causes of death
While alcohol use is causally related to more than 230 ICD-10 three-digit categories (see above), the overwhelming majority 
of alcohol-attributable mortality is found in four broad categories (14): cancer; cardiovascular disease (CVD); liver disease (with 
mainly liver cirrhosis as a cause of death); and injury. The following smaller categories of cancer, as defined in the Global 
Health Estimates (for details and ICD-10 codes, see the Data sources and methods source methodology for burden estimation), 
have been determined to be attributable to alcohol use (that is, the causal impact of alcohol use on these categories has been 
established (51,52)): lip and oral cavity cancer, pharynx cancer, oesophagus cancer, colon and rectum cancers, liver cancer, breast 
cancer and larynx cancer. 
The analysis in this report followed a conservative approach and only included cancers with the highest level of evidence for 
a causal impact from alcohol use: mouth and oropharynx cancers (lip and oral cavity, other pharyngeal cancers), oesophagus 
cancer, colon and rectum cancers, liver cancer, breast cancer and larynx cancer (based on classifications of the International 
Agency for Research on Cancer (53)). The following categories were included for CVD (for causality, see Rehm et al. (30)): 
hypertensive heart disease, cardiomyopathy, ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic stroke and haemorrhagic stroke.
Liver cirrhosis is given its own disease category in the ICD, while categories such as cancer and CVD (54) consist of groups of 
diseases. Liver cirrhosis, however, is arguably the single most important disease category from which to study the effects of 
alcohol use. From a classification point of view, liver diseases are part of the group of digestive diseases, which also includes 
another disease impacted by alcohol, pancreatitis. Both liver cirrhosis and pancreatitis have subcategories that are 100% 
alcohol-attributable, but research has established that such classifications always underestimate the true level of causal impact 
(55,56), mainly because of stigmatization (57). For instance, in a study of 12 cities in 10 countries (58), after triangulating data 
on death certificates with data from hospital records and interviews of attending physicians or family members, the number of 
deaths due to alcoholic liver cirrhosis more than doubled, with most new cases being originally recorded under categories of 
cirrhosis that do not mention alcohol. Consequently, the attributable-fraction approach was used for these disease categories 
(see Rehm et al. (59) and Samokhvalov et al. (60)). Since almost all types of injuries are causally impacted by alcohol use (28,61,62), 
all subcategories were included except for war. Other causes of death included that were not part of these four main categories 
are listed in the Data sources and methods source.
 
GENDER DIFFERENCES
Table 3 gives an overview of the distribution of alcohol-attributable mortality by sex and cause of death. There are significant 
differences in the distribution of causes of deaths by sex, with the biggest difference for cardiovascular deaths, where a 
considerably lower number of deaths would have been expected for women (expected number of deaths: 15 853; actual number 
Table 3. Distribution of alcohol-attributable mortality (number of deaths), by cause of death and sex
Women Men Total
Cause of death Number % Number % Number %
Communicable disease  3 452  4.6  11 965 5.5  15 416  5.3
Noncommunicable disease  63 030a 83.7 159 396a 73.8 222 426a 76.4
 Cancer 22 493 29.9 62 986 29.2 85 479 29.4
 Alcohol-use disorder 4 387 5.8 16 717 7.7 21 104 7.2
 CVD 26 155 34.8 29 704 13.8 55 860 19.2
 Liver cirrhosis 16 329 21.7 41 465 19.2 57 794 19.9
Injury 8 784 11.7 44 478 20.6 53 261 18.3
 Unintentional injury 6 616 8.8 28 517 13.2 35 133 12.1
 Intentional injury 2 168 2.9 15 961 7.4 18 129 6.2
 Harm to others – traffic 1 830 2.4 3 217 1.5 5 048 1.7
All alcohol-attributable causes 75 265  100.00 215 838  100.00  291 103  100.00
Note: disease and injury categories in italics are subcategories (for instance, cancer is a subcategory of noncommunicable disease, unintentional injury is a subcategory of injury). “Harm to 
others – traffic” is a special subcategory that is also part of unintentional injury, both within the broader category of injury. a The sum of deaths of subcategories of noncommunicable disease 
may exceed the number of deaths for main category due to the beneficial effects of alcohol use on diabetes leading to deaths avoided.
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of deaths: 26 155; standardized residual: 82). Otherwise, the data corroborate what is already known regarding causes of death 
from the literature: 87% of alcohol-attributable deaths were from the four major categories of cancer, cardiovascular disease, 
liver cirrhosis and injury (98% in women and 83% in men). 
 
NONCOMMUNICABLE DISEASES AND ALCOHOL USE
Table 3 also lends empirical support to the inclusion of alcohol use as a risk factor in the noncommunicable disease strategy (10) 
and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (11) (see also Rehm et al. (63)). Alcohol caused 222 426 noncommunicable 
disease deaths7 in 2016, including 141 339 in the major disease categories covered by the target of reducing premature mortality 
from noncommunicable diseases by 25% by 2025 (cancer and CVD (11)). This means 609 adults died every day in the EU+ of 
alcohol-attributable noncommunicable diseases.
The largest category of alcohol-attributable deaths in the EU+ countries was cancer, followed by liver cirrhosis, CVD and injury. 
While about 30% of all alcohol-attributable deaths were due to cancer, only around 6% of all cancer deaths were caused by 
alcohol use. 
This pattern was similar for cardiovascular deaths: 19% of all alcohol-attributable deaths in 2016 were from cardiovascular 
causes of death, and about 3% of these were caused by alcohol. It is different for liver cirrhosis, which makes up almost 20% of 
all alcohol-attributable deaths, but more than 70% of all liver cirrhosis deaths in the EU+ were attributable to alcohol. For injury, 
18% of all alcohol-attributable deaths were injury deaths, and 23% of all injury deaths were due to alcohol use.
 
AGE DIFFERENCES
The distribution of alcohol-attributable causes of death changed markedly over the life-course. As Fig. 8 shows, injuries are most 
important in childhood (harm to others via 
traffic injury) and early adulthood (both 
intentional and unintentional injury) up to 
about age 35, then gastrointestinal disease 
is the relatively most important cause of 
death (particularly liver cirrhosis) and, later 
in life, cancer, and finally, CVD for very 
late adulthood. The same patterns can be 
found for both sexes (see the Data sources 
and methods source, Additional Table 2). 
Country variations in alcohol-
attributable mortality
Fig. 9 shows alcohol-attributable mortality 
in the EU+ in 2016 as a proportion of all 
deaths. There was substantial variability 
between countries, much larger than in 
alcohol exposure levels. Overall, a west–
east gradient is seen, with the largest 
AAFs in the Baltic counties, followed by 
7 Again, these are net numbers of deaths, after taking into consideration the deaths avoided by alcohol use in the categories of ischaemic disease and diabetes. While the 
beneficial effect of alcohol is not public-health relevant at global level (64) and is heavily outweighed by the detrimental effects in each region (3), it plays a role in the EU 
for ischaemic disease and diabetes because of relatively large populations of light drinkers (see also the analyses of Wood et al. (65), based on cohort studies from similar 
high-income countries).
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Romania. As with APC, there was higher 
mortality in the middle belt of the EU+ 
and lower mortality in the north and south. 
Two Nordic (Norway and Sweden) and 
four Mediterranean (Italy, Malta, Greece 
and Cyprus) countries were in the lowest 
group of alcohol-attributable mortality, 
characterized by a proportion of less 
than 4%.
A similar picture is seen for age-
standardized rates of alcohol-attributable 
mortality (Fig. 10). Again, there is a 
clear general west–east gradient in the 
middle belt of the EU+, with the highest 
standardized rates for alcohol-attributable 
mortality in Slovakia, Hungary, Romania 
and the Baltic countries. The lowest 
rates could be found in the north and 
south, specifically in the Nordic countries 
of Norway and Sweden, and the 
Mediterranean countries (Spain, Italy, 
Malta and Cyprus). The Netherlands and 
Switzerland were also part of this group, 
but not part of the regional patterns of 
alcohol-attributable mortality rates. 
Trends at country level
Most countries decreased their proportion 
of mortality attributable to alcohol (Fig. 
11), but seven had higher proportions 
of alcohol-attributable mortality, most 
notably Bulgaria, with a proportional 
increase of more than 10%. Overall, 
an examination of the change in AAFs 
between 2010 and 2016, studied using 
mixed-effects models with random 
intercepts for each country, yielded a small 
but significant decrease.
In contrast, the change in age-adjusted alcohol-attributable mortality rates from 2010 was almost uniformly downward for all 
countries, resulting in an average effect between 2010 and 2016 of –1.3%.
Only Bulgaria increased its alcohol-attributable mortality rate minimally, and the following countries had improvements of 
less than 10% (in order of least improvement (Fig. 12)): Malta, Sweden, Belgium, Greece, the Netherlands, Ireland, the United 
Kingdom, Slovakia, Germany and Switzerland. Most of these countries are in the central–western or western regions of the EU+. 
In contrast, most of the countries that reduced their alcohol-attributable mortality most markedly were located in the central–
eastern or eastern regions of the EU+. Reductions in alcohol-attributable mortality rates across countries were correlated with 
reductions in all-cause mortality rates and, as one would expect, they were also correlated with changes in APC and prevalence 
of heavy drinking occasions.
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Fig. 9. Alcohol-attributable mortality as a proportion of overall mortality (%)
in the EU+, 2016
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Fig. 10. Age-standardized rates (per 100 000) of alcohol-attributable mortality
in the EU+, 2016
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As indicated above, while a change could 
be detected in all but one of the EU+ 
countries, it was most pronounced in 
Denmark, Estonia, Hungary and Romania, 
as these countries had among the highest 
alcohol-attributable mortality rates.
Impacts on age-standardized 
alcohol-attributable mortality 
rates in the EU+ in 2016
Changes in alcohol-attributable mortality 
rates are much more uniform than changes 
in AAFs. The main determinants of alcohol-
attributable mortality rates were analysed 
(see the Data sources and methods source, 
Additional Table 6 for details) and the 
following points emerge consistently.
 
1. Clearly, alcohol-attributable mortality 
rates are linked to both levels and 
patterns of drinking, with similar sizes 
of coefficients of correlation.
2. Modelling of HED was in part based on 
per capita consumption, and the two 
variables correlated highly.
3. In addition, there is a consistent and 
independent impact of the level of the 
age-standardized all-cause mortality 
rate upon the alcohol-attributable mor-
tality rate.8 In other words, alcohol-at-
tributable mortality depends not only 
on alcohol use, but also on the overall 
level of mortality and life expectancy 
in a country. In countries with over-
all higher mortality rates and lower 
life expectancy, alcohol-attributable 
mortality rates will also be higher. As 
shown previously, the change in alco-
hol-attributable mortality rates across 
countries from 2010 to 2016 was more 
highly correlated with the change in 
all-cause rates than with the change in 
alcohol exposure. In 2016, the level of 
8 The all-cause mortality rate denotes the overall level 
of mortality in a country, which will mainly depend on 
various risk factors including, but not limited to, alcohol 
use (such as hypertension, tobacco use and nutrition 
(2), the health-care system (70,71), inequality (22,72,73), 
poverty and other economic conditions (see Cutler et al. 
(74) and Marmot (75)).
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the alcohol-attributable mortality rate was impacted by the level of the all-cause mortality rate, suggesting that the alco-
hol-attributable burden was not only affected by alcohol exposure, but also independently and significantly by the overall 
level of mortality. This may be conceptualized as an interaction between it and alcohol use. For instance, the overall incidence 
rate of liver cirrhosis depends on various factors, including risk factors such as alcohol use, hepatitis and obesity (66), but also 
on other factors, such as the health-care system. Alcohol use may lead to a negative course of liver cirrhosis (leading possibly 
to liver transplantation, or even death), 
even if the original liver cirrhosis was 
caused by factors other than alcohol 
(67). In summary: the higher the overall 
rate of liver cirrhosis in a country, the 
higher the rate of alcohol-attributable 
liver cirrhosis.
4. Another influencing factor is the overall 
wealth of a country as measured by 
the per capita gross domestic product 
at purchasing power parity (GDP-PPP) 
(68). The higher the per capita GDP-
PPP, the lower the level of the alcohol-
attributable mortality rate. Per capita 
GDP-PPP is used in these calculations 
rather than per capita GDP as it allows 
for better comparability between 
countries for a consumer good, such 
as an alcoholic beverage. GDP-PPP 
adjusts the GDP by comparing the 
average cost of a basket of consumer 
goods in each country (for details, see 
World Bank (69)).
These impacts and others resulted in dif-
ferent mortality burden per litre of pure 
alcohol per capita in different countries 
(Fig. 13). Among other impacts not meas-
ured here, income and educational inequal-
ity have been shown to be associated with 
alcohol-attributable mortality (22,72).
Mortality of adolescents and young adults
Table 4 provides an overview of the contribution of alcohol use to mortality in adolescents and young adults. As expected, 
alcohol plays a proportionally bigger role in mortality for these age groups than later in the life-course. Absolute mortality rates 
in adolescence and young adulthood are small, but the relative contribution to mortality is markedly larger than for later ages 
in the life-course (48). 
While 5.5% of all deaths in the EU+ in 2016 were caused by alcohol, 19.0% of all deaths in the 15–19 years age group were 
alcohol-attributable; in the 20–24 years age group, the proportion was 23.3%. This means that about every fifth death among 
those aged 15–19 years and about every fourth death in the 20–24 years age group was caused by alcohol. The ratio of the 
proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths in adolescents/young adults to such deaths in the adult population of all ages is about 
4 : 1. This ratio is around the same for women, but closer to 3 : 1 for men. Mortality rates for adolescents and young adults are 
less than half of the overall standardized mortality rate.
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The main cause of death leading to premature mortality in adolescents and young adults is injury (91.3% of all alcohol-attributable 
mortality in this age group was due to injury), with traffic fatalities causing 40.7% of all alcohol-attributable mortality in this 
category for this age group.
The impact of alcohol use on the mortality burden of adolescents and young adults decreased more markedly since 2010 
than the impact of alcohol on overall mortality burden. In fact, the age-standardized rates for alcohol-attributable mortality 
decreased by 31% and 30% for adolescents and young adults, respectively, while the same rates for the entire adult population 
decreased by 14%.
 
YEARS OF LIFE LOST DUE TO ALCOHOL-ATTRIBUTABLE PREMATURE 
MORTALITY 
YLL indicators for the EU+ in 2016 and changes since 2010
Almost 7.6 million YLL in the EU+ countries in 2016 were due to alcohol use; 7.6 million years were therefore lost prematurely 
because of alcohol consumption. Every 12th year of life lost in the EU+ was lost due to alcohol use; affected people could have 
lived longer without alcohol (see explanation on the counterfactual scenario above and Shield & Rehm (48)). 
Alcohol-attributable deaths happen relatively early in the life-course, mainly due to injury. On average, premature death due to 
alcohol use involved a loss of 26.1 life years (women: 21.2 years; men: 27.5 years).9 This is also reflected in the fact that alcohol-
attributable YLL made up a larger proportion of all YLL (8.3%) than the proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths to all deaths 
(5.5%).
9 For all causes of death in the EU+ in 2016, the following average numbers of years of life were lost: women 15.0 years, men 20.0 years, total 17.4 years. Alcohol-
attributable deaths occur earlier in life than overall (all-cause) deaths and, on average, an alcohol-attributable death represents the loss of 8.7 years more than any other 
kind of death (such as an average death caused by another risk factor).
Table 4. Alcohol-attributable mortality in the EU+, 2016, and trend from 2010 among young people and all adults (15+)
2016 2010 Proportional change (%)
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total
Mortality AAF 
(15–19-year-olds) (%)
10.3 
(8.3–13.5)
23 
(16.9–29.3)
19 
(14.6–23.7)
12.2 
(10.1–15.5)
26.4 
(19.9–32.9)
22.1 
(17.3–27.3) -15.5 -15.5 -14.2
Mortality AAF  
(20–24) (%)
12 
(9.4–15.5)
5.7 
(19.9–34.2)
11.8 
(17.8–28.6)
16.8 
(11.2–17.7)
5.4 
(23.2–37.8)
11.3 
(20.7–32.2) -14.3 -10.6 -10.6
Overall mortality 
AAF (%)
2.8 
(1.0–4.6)
8.3 
(6.8–9.6)
5.5 
(4.3–6.7)
3.1 
(1.0–5.2)
8.9 
(7.2–10.4)
6 
(4.6–7.3) -8.6 -7.2 -7.9
Alcohol-attributable 
rate (15–19)
61.4 
(1.3–2.2)
83.3 
(5.7–9.9)
72 
(3.7–6.0)
65.4 
(2.0–3.1)
85.7 
(8.6–14.2)
75.3 
(5.5–8.6) -28.8 -31.7 -31.2
Alcohol-attributable 
rate (20–24)
14.4 
(2.0–3.2)
47.4 
(10.9–18.9)
30.4 
(6.8–11.0)
17.2 
(2.7–4.2)
52 
(16.4–26.8)
34.1 
(9.9–15.4) -25.1 -30.5  -29.6
Overall attributable 
mortality rate
12.8 
(8.5–17.4)
50.6 
(42.5–57.1)
30.5 
(26.0–34.7)
15 
(9.2–20.8)
58.9 
(48.8–66.7)
6 
(29.7–40.7) -8.6 -7.2 -7.9
Note: proportional change is based on 2010. Mortality rates are per 100 000 population and overall population rates are age-standardized.
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As expected by their different levels and patterns of consuming alcohol, men had a higher number of alcohol-attributable YLL 
(5 930 700) than women (1 668 700). The ratio of deaths between men and women was about 3.5 : 1; it was even higher for 
age-standardized rates, at 4 : 1 (Table 5).
As with alcohol-attributable mortality, the burden of YLL decreased between 2010 and 2016 in all indicators: numbers of YLL 
decreased by 11%, from about 8.6 million to 7.6 million, the proportion of alcohol-attributable YLL by 10%, and the alcohol-
attributable YLL rates by 18% (Table 5).
The interpretation of these results is similar as for deaths (see Box 1 above). All indicators of alcohol-attributable premature 
mortality decreased between 2010 and 2016, and the proportional decrease of alcohol-attributable YLL was more pronounced 
than the decrease in all YLL. The age-standardized rates of YLL therefore decreased more than the all-cause YLL rates (alcohol-
attributable rates: women –16.5%; men –17.9%; total –17.6%; all-cause YLL rates: women –9.0%; men –12.4%; total 11.0%). In 
other words, the reduction of alcohol exposure and of causes of YLL, which are alcohol-related (especially injury, which is more 
important for YLL than for deaths), contributed to the overall reduction of YLL rates in Europe over the last half decade.
Causes of alcohol-attributable premature mortality and associated YLL
The major causes for YLL are summarized in Table 6. YLL due to cancer still made up the largest part of all alcohol-attributable 
deaths, at 25.6%. Injuries had almost the same number of alcohol-attributable YLL (24.7%), as did liver cirrhosis (22.6%). 
Roughly, it could be assumed that these three big categories – cancer, injuries and liver cirrhosis – each constitute one quarter 
of alcohol-attributable YLL; together, they comprise almost three quarters of all YLL.
Table 5. Alcohol-attributable YLL in the EU+, 2016, and change from 2010, by sex
2016 2010 Proportional change (%)
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total
YLL AAF (%) 4.2 
(2.9–5.6)
11.4
(9.8–12.7)
8.3
(7.2–9.3)
4.7
(3.2–6.3)
12.5
(10.6–13.8)
9.2
(7.9–10.2) -10.3 -8.6 -9.6
Attributable 
YLL rates
398.0
(334.7– 
475.5)
1 665.5
(1 418.6– 
1 850.2)
1 016.1
(887.5– 
1 119.1)
476.5
(395.0– 
573.6)
2 028.6
(1 707.4– 
2 246.9)
1 233.6
(1 072.2– 
1 358.5)
-16.5 -17.9 -17.6
Note: proportional change is based on 2010. YLL rates refer to age-standardized rates per 100 000 population. 
Table 6. Distribution of alcohol-attributable YLL, by cause of death and sex, 2016
Women Men Total
Cause of death YLL % YLL % YLL %
Communicable disease  46 265 2.8 220 799 3.7 267 064 3.5
Noncommunicable disease  1 360 870a 81.6  4 097 684a 69.1  5 458 554a 71.8
 Cancer 487 845 29.2  1 458 664 24.6  1 946 509 25.6
 Alcohol-use disorder 144 875 8.7 590 279 10.0 735 153 9.7
 CVD 363 246 21.8 557 704 9.4 920 949 12.1
 Liver cirrhosis 444 316 26.6  1 271 950 21.4  1 716 266 22.6
Injury 261 547 15.7  1 612 200 27.2  1 873 747 24.7
 Unintentional injury 172 731 10.4 940 744 15.9  1 113 476 14.7
 Intentional injury 88 815 5.3 671 456 11.3 760 271 10.0
 Harm to others – traffic 69 042 4.1 146 102 2.5 215 144 2.8
All alcohol-attributable causes  1 668 682 100.00  5 930 683 100.00  7 599 364 100.00
Note: disease and injury categories in italics are subcategories (for instance, cancer is a subcategory of noncommunicable disease, unintentional injury is a subcategory of injury). “Harm to 
others – traffic” is a special subcategory that is also part of unintentional injury, both within the broader category of injury. a The sum of YLL of subcategories of noncommunicable disease may 
exceed the number of deaths for main category due to the beneficial effects of alcohol use on diabetes leading to deaths avoided.
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Injury becomes relatively more important, however, as on average, alcohol-attributable injury fatalities happen relatively early 
in life. To quantify these effects, the average YLL for alcohol-attributable causes of death are as follows: communicable disease, 
17.3 years; noncommunicable disease, 24.5 years (cancer, 22.8 years; alcohol-use disorders, 34.2 years; CVD, 16.5 years; liver 
cirrhosis, 29.7 years); and injury, 35.2 years. When YLL is the indicator for alcohol-attributable burden, injuries, alcohol-use 
disorders and liver cirrhosis become more significant. As would be expected, these health outcomes also have a higher impact 
on life expectancy.10
The Data sources and methods source, Additional Table 4 shows the proportions of YLL attributable to alcohol use.
Country variation in alcohol-attributable YLL
Overall, alcohol use caused 8.3% of the YLL in the EU+ in 2016. Seven countries had AAFs higher than 10% for this indicator (that 
is, more than every 10th YLL was caused by alcohol use). Countries with the highest burden of YLL to lowest burden, but still 
greater than 10%, were: Lithuania, Latvia, 
Estonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania and 
Finland. All of these countries are in the 
east of the EU and are in geographical 
proximity to each other, from Finland in 
the north-east to Romania in the south-
east (Fig. 14).
The lowest AAFs can be found in the 
following seven counties (starting with 
the lowest burden of alcohol-attributable 
YLL to the highest of 6%): Malta, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Cyprus, Greece, Norway and 
Sweden. The distribution of AAFs for YLL 
was similar to Fig. 3, where a relatively 
lower average level of consumption was 
found in Mediterranean countries and the 
Nordic countries of Norway and Sweden. 
Fig. 15 gives an overview of the second 
indicator used for each burden category: 
the age-standardized alcohol-attributable 
rate (of YLL). A similar picture emerges as 
with the AAFs of YLL: a clear west–east 
gradient, with the lowest burden in the 
Mediterranean region and the Nordic 
countries of Norway and Sweden. Portugal 
seems to be the exception.
Finally, Fig. 16 displays the changes 
in YLL rates between 2010 and 2016. 
The picture here is not as clear, and no 
clear geographical pattern emerges. 
Neighbouring countries such as Bulgaria 
10 Notably, exactly these disease categories are among 
the most important underlying the recent stagnation/
decline in life expectancy in the United States 
(15,16,19,76).
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Fig. 14. Alcohol-attributable YLL as proportion of overall YLL in the EU+, 2016
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Fig. 15. Age-standardized rates of alcohol-attributable YLL to premature mortality 
in the EU+, 2016
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(no decrease in alcohol-attributable YLL) 
and Romania (–26%) can be found in 
different extremes of trends based on 
a number of factors, such as economic 
trends or alcohol policy measures. The 
latter shows that alcohol-attributable 
mortality and YLL can be impacted, and 
can be impacted quickly. 
Lithuania serves as a prime example. In 
2010, Lithuania had the highest alcohol-
attributable YYL rate, by far, in the EU+. 
Implementation of a number of effective 
alcohol policy measures, however, led to 
a reduction of the burden of YLL of 20% 
between 2010 and 2016. 
 
 
 
 
BURDEN OF DISEASE (IN DISABILITY-ADJUSTED LIFE-YEARS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO 
ALCOHOL USE IN THE EU+ 
Indicators for alcohol-attributable burden of disease (based on DALYs)
Almost since the first Global Burden of Disease study was published in the mid-1990s (77,78), DALYs has been the most commonly 
used summary measure of population health11 (46,79). This indicator combines years of life lost due to premature mortality and 
YLD. The latter are usually calculated by multiplying prevalence of a disease category by its corresponding disability weight 
(81,82), with disability weights being a value anchored between 0 (perfect health) and 1 (equivalent to death) to reflect the 
impact of a specific health condition on health functioning. 
Using this indicator, more than 10.3 million DALYs lost (6.8% of all DALYs) were attributable to alcohol use in 2016 either 
because of premature death or due to living with a disability, corresponding to each 15th DALY in the EU+.
As with the other measures of alcohol-attributable disease burden, men are more affected than women, by a ratio of about 
3.5 : 1. The ratios for attributable fractions and for age-standardized rates were also between 3 : 1 and 4 : 1; as with the other 
indicators, the ratio was higher for age-standardized rates compared to fractions (see Table 7 for an overview of alcohol-
attributable DALY statistics for 2016 by sex).
As with the other main indicators, the alcohol-attributable DALY indicators have decreased since 2010 – in absolute numbers 
from 11.4 million to 10.3 million DALYs in 2016, by about 9% in the proportion of alcohol-attributable DALYs, and by 14% in 
alcohol-attributable DALY rates. Age-standardized rates of DALYs also decreased more than the all-cause DALY rates (alcohol-
attributable DALY rates: women –12.6%; men –14.3%; total –13.9%; all-cause DALY rates: women –4.0%; men –8.0; total 
–6.1%). This could be interpreted to mean that the reduction of alcohol exposure contributed to the overall reduction of DALY 
rates in Europe.
11 Summary measures of health have become increasingly important as they are not restricted to fatal health outcomes, but reflect modern health-care system priorities in 
most parts of the world after the epidemiological transition (80).
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Fig. 16. Proportional change in age-adjusted alcohol-attributable rates of YLL 
per 100 000 in the EU+ between 2010 and 2016
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Causes for lost DALYs
Table 8 provides an overview of the number of alcohol-attributable DALYs for various disease categories. Injuries were 
responsible for more than one third of alcohol-attributable DALYs (34%). Included within the broader category of injuries, the 
subcategory of unintentional injuries was far more important than intentional injuries. The other main difference between 
mortality measures and DALYs, which include non-fatal events, concerns the much higher contribution of alcohol-use disorders. 
Alcohol-use disorders made up only 7.2% of all alcohol-attributable deaths, but 15.9% of all alcohol-attributable DALYs. While 
alcohol-use disorders via the effects of heavy drinking are associated with high mortality (83–85), they are relatively rarely 
mentioned as a cause of death on death certificates, so do not appear prominently as causes of death. As alcohol-use disorders 
were responsible for a higher proportion of DALYs, the relative importance of all other disease categories to DALYs was lower, 
in contrast to cause-of-death distributions (most importantly, cancer and CVD: while these two categories comprised 29.4% 
and 19.2% of deaths, they comprised only 19.4% and 9.2% of DALYs, respectively, each reduced by about 10%). 
The relative importance of injuries and alcohol-use disorders for alcohol-attributable DALYs is in part based on their disabling 
nature and because the onset of these disorders is often at a young age (for injuries, see Haagsma et al. (86) and Polinder et 
al. (87); for alcohol-use disorders, see Rehm et al. (85)  and Samokhvalov et al. (88)); these two categories made up 93% of all 
alcohol-attributable YLD in the EU+ in the year 2016 (for a definition of YLD, see Murray (49)). The Data sources and methods 
source, Additional Table 5 shows proportions of DALYs that are attributable to alcohol use.
Table 8. Distribution of alcohol-attributable burden of disease (DALYs) by cause of death and sex, 2016
Women Men Total
Category of disease/cause of death DALYs % DALYs % DALYs %
Communicable disease  48 013 2.1 232 242 2.9 280 255 2.7
Noncommunicable disease  1 575 562a 67.6  4 975 264a 62.1  6 550 826a 63.3
 Cancer  512 237 22  1 499 480 18.7  2 011 717 19.4
 Alcohol-use disorder  427 740 18.4  1 213 246 15.1  1 640 986 15.9
 CVD  351 962 15.1 601 515 7.5 953 477 9.2
 Liver cirrhosis  474 676 20.4  1 329 052 16.6  1 803 728 17.4
Injury  705 962 30.3  2 806 919 35.0  3 512 881 34.0
 Unintentional injury  604 330 25.9  2 095 212 26.1  2 699 542 26.1
 Intentional injury  101 632 4.4 711 707 8.9 813 339 7.9
 Harm to others – traffic  201 164 8.6 244 148 3.0 445 311 4.3
All alcohol-attributable causes  2 329 538 100.00  8 014 425 100.00  10 343 962 100.00
Note: disease and injury categories in italics are subcategories (for instance, cancer is a subcategory of noncommunicable disease, unintentional injury is a subcategory of injury). “Harm to 
others – traffic” is a special subcategory, as it is also part of unintentional injury, both within the broader category of injury. a The sum of DALYs of subcategories of noncommunicable disease 
may exceed the number of deaths for main category due to the beneficial effects of alcohol use on diabetes leading to deaths avoided.
Table 7. Proportional change (%) in alcohol-attributable burden of disease (DALYs) between 2010 and 2016, EU+
2016 2010 Proportional change (%)
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total
DALY AAF (%) 3.2 
(2.4–4.1)
10.1
(8.7–11.3)
6.8
(6.0–7.6)
3.6
(2.6–4.6)
11.1
(9.5–12.3)
7.5
(6.6–8.4) -10.0 -8.5 -9.4
DALY AAF (%) 625.6
(541– 
738)
2 348.6
(2 024– 
2 624)
1 468.3
(1 306– 
1 622)
716
(612– 
846)
2 739.7
(2 351–
3 056)
1 704.3
(1 511– 
1 880)
-12.6 -14.3 -13.9
Note: proportional change is based on 2010. DALY rates refer to age-standardized rates per 100 000 population.  
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Country variation in alcohol-
attributable DALYs
Fig. 17 illustrates distribution of alcohol-
attributable proportions of DALYs in the 
EU+ in 2016. As the AAFs of YLL and 
DALYs correlate highly, the map of the 
AAFs of DALYs looks similar to Fig. 14 for 
AAFs of YLL. Again, a general west–east 
gradient in the middle belt is seen, with 
the highest levels recorded in the Baltic 
countries, Slovakia and Slovenia, and 
the lowest attributable fraction in the 
Nordic countries of Norway and Sweden, 
Mediterranean countries of Italy, Malta, 
Greece and Cyprus, and in the Netherlands.
A similar picture emerges for the alcohol-
attributable age-adjusted DALY rates 
(Fig. 18).
Impacts on age-standardized 
alcohol-attributable rates of DALYs
Age-adjusted alcohol-attributable DALY 
rates in 2016 were impacted by the same 
major influencing factors as mortality 
and YLL rates: average level of alcohol 
consumption, prevalence of HED, the 
all-cause death rates, and the wealth of 
countries as measured in GDP-PPP (see 
the Data sources and methods source, 
Additional Table 8). 
An explanation of how to interpret changes 
in alcohol-attributable mortality in relation 
to other indicators is provided in Box 3. 
The same influencing factors on mortality 
rates resulted in markedly different 
DALYs per litre of pure alcohol per capita 
in different countries. While only four 
influencing factors were measured, the high variability shown in Fig. 19 suggests that other factors must also exist (that is, that 
alcohol-attributable burden of disease must be dependent on other interactions of alcohol and risk factors such as tobacco use 
or socioeconomic inequalities (see Rehm et al. (63) for a discussion in the framework of noncommunicable disease risks).
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Fig. 17. Alcohol-attributable DALYs as a proportion of overall DALYs in the EU+, 2016
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Fig. 18. Age-standardized rates of alcohol-attributable DALYs in the EU+, 2016
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Box 3. How to interpret changes in alcohol-attributable mortality in relation to other indicators
There were no statistically significant changes in APC and average alcohol intake per drinker between 2010 and 2016, while the 
prevalence of current drinkers and HED decreased. At the same time, all indicators for alcohol-attributable mortality have been 
decreasing and declined more than overall mortality rates.
How can these trends be interpreted in relation to other factors?
As already discussed, changes in alcohol-attributable harm (mortality and DALYs) are hugely impacted by changes in overall 
mortality, which in turn depend on other factors such as age structure of a certain population, health systems and the level of 
wealth in a country. This complex relationship of factors can be described as the following in this case: the higher the level of 
alcohol consumption in litres of pure alcohol per capita, the higher is the prevalence of heavy drinking and the level of all-cause 
mortality; and the lower the wealth (in GDP-PPP) of a particular country, the higher is the age-adjusted alcohol-attributable 
DALY rates.
 
The role of unrecorded alcohol 
consumption in influencing alcohol-
attributable burden in the EU+
As the main health burden from unre-
corded alcohol is due to ethanol, not con-
taminants, the burden due to unrecorded 
alcohol use is generally not calculated sep-
arately from the total APC. Various studies 
have nevertheless documented an associa-
tion between levels and patterns of alcohol 
consumption and socioeconomic factors. In 
most cases, unrecorded alcohol is cheaper 
than recorded alcohol and, depending on 
the setting, is also more available in terms 
of sales outlets and sale times, since the 
usual regulations do not apply to this type 
of alcohol. Unrecorded alcohol is therefore 
commonly consumed by particularly vul-
nerable parts of the population, especially 
people from lower socioeconomic strata 
(89). Some subgroups of unrecorded alco-
hol, such as alcohol surrogates, are associ-
ated with increased levels of alcohol intake, 
problematic drinking patterns, alcohol-use 
disorders and associated harm (90–92). 
Consumers are more diverse in relation to 
socioeconomic status for other categories 
of unrecorded alcohol, such as homemade 
alcohol, but overall, unrecorded alcohol 
use is likely to contribute to socioeconomic 
differences in mortality. 
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BACKGROUND
There is extensive evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness, cost–effectiveness and societal impact of implementing alcohol 
policies in reducing the harmful use of alcohol and the harm caused by alcohol (93–95).
The WHO European Region was the first region to adopt an alcohol action plan in 1992 (96). Twenty years later, and building on 
the momentum for action created by the global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol of 2010, the Region launched the 
European action plan to reduce the harmful use of alcohol 2012–2020 (97) (EAPA). This action plan was endorsed by all 53 Member 
States of the WHO European Region in September 2011 and includes a range of evidence-based policy options to reduce the 
harmful use of alcohol.
The WHO Regional Office for Europe published a tool for evaluating Member States’ progress towards implementing the policy 
measures outlined in the EAPA in 2017 (98). The tool consists of 10 composite indicator scores, representing each of the 10 
action areas of the EAPA. One of the big 
advantages of such composite indicators lies 
in their ability to convey, at a glance, a large 
amount of information that is relevant to 
decision-making and priority-setting to give 
guidance to policy-makers and quantify the 
completeness of national alcohol strategies 
and plans (that is, the number of policies 
and the degree to which each meets certain 
prescribed standards). The method for 
calculating the policy scores is described in 
detail in Policy in action – a tool for measuring 
alcohol policy implementation (98). Fig. 20 
shows the overall distribution of scores for 
all Member States.
The updated scores presented in this report 
are based on Member State responses to 
relevant survey questions from the 2016 
Global Survey on Alcohol and Health and 
from the 2014 ATLAS on Substance Use 
questionnaire. These WHO surveys take the 
form of a self-completion questionnaire. 
Designated national experts were asked 
to fill out the questionnaire in consultation 
with other experts from their respective 
countries. Survey data were then uploaded 
to regional and global alcohol databases 
maintained by WHO, including the European 
Information System on Alcohol and Health 
and the European Regional Information 
System on Resources for the Prevention 
and Treatment of Substance Use Disorders. 
Estimates of gross national income at PPP 
for 2016 were obtained from the World 
Bank (99). National experts nominated as 
contact persons for WHO were given the 
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Fig. 20. Mean and median scores for participating Member States for the 10 action 
areas of the EAPA
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opportunity to validate the scores during the 
period November 2017 through to February 
2018. The most recent available data were 
used. Missing values were replaced with 
zero points. If a substantial portion (> 20%) 
of the data were missing in an action area, 
the composite indicator was not calculated 
for that Member State. Policy variables 
from the datasets were recoded manually 
to achieve compatibility with the scoring 
scheme. The bands for the pricing policies 
action area were revised in April 2018 to 
reflect updated price indices.
Table 9 indicates the number of composite 
indicator scores generated for each action 
area; that is, the number of EU Member 
States for which at least 80% of the data were available. The data presented in this part, including the subindicators, reflect only 
the responses of countries for which there was sufficient data to calculate scores for that action area.
     
This part is structured according to the 10 action areas of the EAPA, condensing a large amount of national-level policy 
information. The scores take into account not only whether a Member State has a recommended policy measure, but also how 
comprehensive the policy is. 
 
ACTION AREA 1. LEADERSHIP, AWARENESS AND COMMITMENT
The action area of leadership, awareness and commitment highlights the importance of long-term, coordinated, intersectoral 
governmental efforts to prioritize the reduction of harmful use of alcohol through goal-setting, implementation of comprehensive 
evidence-based measures tailored to local circumstances, and monitoring and evaluation of policies and interventions. 
Composite indicator scores show that 
countries performed relatively well in this 
area, with a median scaled score of 80 
points (Fig. 21). Five countries achieved the 
maximum possible score. 
Two of the key indicators in this area are 
whether a country has a national alcohol 
policy in place and has implemented 
measures to increase public awareness 
of the dangers of harmful alcohol use, 
and the resources available for reducing 
harmful consumption. The most recent 
WHO survey results show that 22 of the 
28 participating countries have a written 
national policy, defined as an organized 
set of values, principles and objectives for 
reducing the burden attributable to alcohol 
in the population, adopted at national level. 
Table 9. Number of Member States (out of 30) with valid data, by action area
Action area
Member 
States 
Leadership, awareness and commitment 28
Health services’ response 18
Community and workplace action 28
Drink–driving policies and countermeasures 30
Availability of alcohol 30
Marketing of alcoholic beverages 30
Pricing policies 26
Reducing the negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication 30
Reducing the public health impact of illicit alcohol and informally  
produced alcohol
30
Monitoring and surveillance 30
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Fig. 21. Distribution of scores for action area 1, leadership, awareness and
commitment (n = 28)
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Of the six countries without a written national policy on alcohol, four were in the process of developing such a policy. All 28 
countries reported that they had carried out some form of national awareness-raising activities in the previous three years. The 
most commonly addressed topics were drink–driving/road safety (26 countries), parent awareness (20 countries) and alcohol’s 
impact on health (16 countries).
 
ACTION AREA 2. HEALTH SERVICES’ RESPONSE
Primary and specialized health-care services play a crucial role in identifying and providing treatment for people who are 
drinking at hazardous or harmful levels. An effective health services’ response is also important for meeting Sustainable 
Development Goal 3, of ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being for all at all ages. Target 3.5 specifically highlights the 
need to strengthen the prevention and treatment of substance misuse, including narcotic drug use and harmful use of alcohol 
(100). Screening and brief interventions (SBIs) for harmful and hazardous alcohol use in primary care settings provide one tool 
for achieving this goal. SBIs employ targeted or widespread screening to detect people who are drinking at harmful levels and 
then provide alcohol consumption advice to motivate behaviour change. There is good evidence for the effectiveness of SBIs on 
reducing alcohol consumption in primary care settings (101). WHO recently published a training manual to expand and improve 
training for health professionals in primary health-care settings on alcohol and SBIs (102). 
The median composite indicator score 
for this action area was 57; no country 
achieved the maximum possible number 
of points (Fig. 22). Large amounts of data 
were missing in this area, so scores for 12 
countries could not be calculated.
The most recent data show that 12 of the 
18 participating countries have clinical 
guidelines for brief interventions, but that 
many countries are unable to estimate 
the proportion of primary health-care 
services and antenatal services that 
have implemented SBIs for harmful and 
hazardous substance use at national level. 
This knowledge gap highlights the need 
to plan for and integrate procedures and 
infrastructures for monitoring and reporting 
prior to the implementation of widespread 
SBI programmes.
 
ACTION AREA 3. COMMUNITY AND WORKPLACE ACTION
Actions to reduce the harmful use of alcohol at municipal, school and workplace levels provide direct avenues for identifying, 
prioritizing and responding to local needs. These settings also play an important part in tackling alcohol’s harm to people other 
than the drinker by, for example, providing family-based support to children and partners of heavy drinkers or reducing the 
economic burden of alcohol consumption to wider society by addressing alcohol-related workplace absenteeism and reduced 
productivity. Community programmes can be useful for changing collective behaviour by increasing support for regulation 
and enforcement of alcohol policies. It is important that attention be paid to capacity-building, resource development, and 
programme evaluation and reporting when developing community-based activities.
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Fig. 22. Distribution of scores for action area 2, health services’ response (n = 18)
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Implementation of recommended commu-
nity and workplace action among Member 
States varied widely, with the largest num-
ber of Member States (N = 8) earning the 
midrange scores of 51–60 points for this ac-
tion area (Fig. 23).
In relation to individual policy measures, 22 
of 28 participating Member States have a 
legal obligation in place to include alcohol 
prevention in the school curriculum, while 13 
of 28 have national guidelines for preventing 
and reducing alcohol-related harm in 
school settings. Twelve of 28 reported high 
coverage of community-based programmes 
for prevention of substance use and 
substance-use disorders, indicating that 
greater than 31% of the target population 
is included. Sixteen Member States have 
national guidelines for alcohol problem 
prevention and counselling at workplaces.
 
ACTION AREA 4. DRINK–DRIVING POLICIES AND COUNTERMEASURES
Even small amounts of alcohol can impair the ability to drive. To be effective, actions to reduce drinking and driving, injuries and 
fatalities require sustained joined-up activity involving government, traffic police, the criminal justice system, safety authorities, 
the health sector, local communities and other stakeholders. Maximum legal blood alcohol concentration (BAC) limits when 
driving a vehicle, sobriety check-points and random breath testing have proved effective strategies in creating a safer driving 
environment and minimizing the likelihood and severity of alcohol-influenced road-traffic crashes.
EAPA composite indicator scores show 
that in general, countries are performing 
quite well on drink–driving policies and 
countermeasures (Fig. 24); the median score 
for this action area was 85. Twenty countries 
scored above 80 points; of these, three 
earned the maximum number of points. 
The risk of a road-traffic crash rises at any 
level of BAC above zero (12), increasing 
exponentially with higher levels of intoxica-
tion (103). The EAPA therefore highlights the 
importance of reducing legal BAC levels for 
drivers. Countries are encouraged to consid-
er a maximum legal BAC of 0.02%. 
Seven EU countries reported a maximum 
legal BAC level of 0.02% or below for general 
population drivers. Four of these countries 
have legislated for a zero-tolerance level 
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Fig. 23. Distribution of scores for action area 3, community and workplace action
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(Fig. 25). As the risks of driving under the influence of alcohol are even more pronounced among young drivers, many countries 
have implemented stricter BAC levels for young/novice drivers (Fig. 26).
BAC legislation is only successful in reducing drink–driving 
incidents, however, if it is combined with other actions 
and supported by enforcement measures that increase 
drivers’ perceived risk of detection. Random breath testing, 
meaning that any driver can be stopped by the police at any 
time to test their breath for alcohol consumption, is used 
by 27 countries. Sobriety checkpoints, which are defined 
as checkpoints or roadblocks established by the police on 
public roadways to control for drink–driving, are used by 19 
countries. 
The EAPA notes that BAC laws are most effective in deter-
ring drink–driving when punishment has severe personal 
consequences for the driver. The range of penalties reported 
for offenders against drink–driving laws are presented in 
Table 10. 
 
 
ACTION AREA 5. AVAILABILITY OF ALCOHOL
Reducing the availability of alcohol decreases consumption and subsequent associated harm. Preventing easy access to alcohol 
for vulnerable and high-risk groups, first and foremost minors, and changing social and cultural norms that promote the harmful 
use of alcohol are the two underlying major rationales. A variety of policy options can be enacted to decrease access to alcohol 
in a country. These include: limiting the number of outlets that sell alcohol by requiring retail licensing or through measures to 
reduce density; reducing the times at which alcohol can be purchased through restrictions on the permitted hours and days of 
Table 10. Penalties for drink–driving by number of countries
Penalties
Number of 
countries (N = 30)
Fines 30
Penalty points 19
Short-term detention 17
Vehicle impounded 14
Mandatory treatment 7
Mandatory education and counselling 16
Driving licence suspension 30
Driving licence revoked 20
Imprisonment 22
Community/public service 12
Ignition interlock 4
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3
Fig. 25. National maximum BAC levels for general population
drivers, by number of countries (N = 30)
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Fig. 26. National maximum BAC levels for young/novice drivers, 
by number of countries (N = 30)
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sales; and reducing the number of people 
who can obtain alcohol by enforcing a 
minimum age for purchase or consumption 
of alcoholic beverages. Creation of alcohol-
free public environments through drinking 
bans in public places has also been shown 
to have the potential to reduce drinking 
among young people.
Implementing and enforcing restrictions 
on the physical availability of retailed 
alcohol, specifically reducing the hours of 
alcohol sales, is recognized by WHO as one 
of the three “best buy” policy measures to 
reduce noncommunicable diseases (104). 
A “best buy” is defined as an effective 
intervention with a cost-effectiveness 
analysis of less than or equal to I$ 100 
per DALY averted in low-income and 
lower-middle-income countries (105). 
The median EAPA composite indicator score 
for this action area was 70; most countries 
(N = 17) scored in the 71–90 range. There 
is room for improvement in this area, as no 
country obtained the maximum score and 
three scored under 10 points (Fig. 27).
The EAPA suggests that countries should 
consider raising the minimum purchase 
age to at least 18 years for all beverage 
categories and at all sales outlets, including 
supermarkets and bars. Currently, 22 
countries have an 18-year minimum age 
limit (Fig. 28).
Twelve countries have a comprehensive 
restriction on either days or hours of sales 
(beer, and wine and spirits) for both on- and 
off-premise sales. Five additional countries 
have a comprehensive restriction on either 
days or hours of sales (beer, and wine and 
spirits) for either on- or off-premise sales 
(Table 11).
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Fig. 27. Distribution of scores for action area 5, availability of alcohol (N = 30)
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Fig. 28. Minimum age limits for sales of beer, wine and spirits at on- and o-premise 
sale outlets, by number of countries (N = 30)
Table 11. Number of countries with on- and off-premise restrictions on alcohol 
availability, by time and beverage type
On-premise Off-premise
Beer Wine Spirits Beer Wine Spirits
Hours of sale 12 12 13 15 15 16
Days of sale 4 4 4 6 7 7
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ACTION AREA 6. MARKETING OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Evidence for the association between exposure to alcohol marketing and harmful alcohol use among young people is growing. 
Recent longitudinal studies show that young people with higher levels of exposure to marketing are more likely to initiate alcohol 
use and consume alcohol in harmful patterns (106). Regulation of the marketing of alcoholic beverages, including content and 
volume, is an important instrument for reducing alcohol consumption, particularly among young people, and is recognized as 
another WHO “best buy” policy measure to reduce noncommunicable diseases. Introducing bans or partial restrictions are cost-
effective policy measures to reduce consumption and associated harm (107). The EAPA composite indicator takes into account 
restrictions in several marketing platforms, including advertising, product placement, sponsorships and sales promotions (see 
WHO Regional Office for Europe (98:Annex 2)), including digital media. 
Technological progress through digital media provides stakeholders with new opportunities and new ways to reach, influence 
and interact with consumers (108–112), particularly with young people. This is achieved through a combination of paid media (such 
as pop-up adverts or advertisements), owned media (branded websites and social media pages) and content co-created with 
users. Marketing through these new media channels can be targeted at specific audiences, virally spread between users and 
accessed in almost any context (via smartphones), and can actively recruit users into the marketing process. This has led to claims 
that digital marketing may be more powerful and less controllable than traditional alcohol marketing. It is a challenge to monitor 
these marketing strategies to children and young people with traditional approaches adopted by public health researchers and 
governments. 
Governments and regulators face challenges as content arising from different countries and regulation and standards are not 
consistent. Any regulation in place is often designed and/or monitored by the alcohol and/or advertising industries.
Most Member States scored above 40 points on marketing restrictions, with the largest numbers in the category 61–70 points 
(n = 10). In general, few countries employ a complete ban on alcohol marketing across different types of media, meaning scores 
are spread quite wide (Fig. 29). 
Fig. 30 shows the level of legally binding restrictions for advertising in a range of selected media sources across Member 
States. For all but one area and beverage type, partial restriction on content and/or placement of advertising is the most 
common type of regulation. Overall, spirits was the beverage type most commonly reported to have a full advertising ban. 
National television was the medium with 
the highest numbers of Member States 
enforcing a ban on advertisements of beer 
(n = 5), wine (n = 7) and spirits (n = 13). 
The EAPA also recommends that countries 
consider legally binding regulation of 
sponsorship activities that promote alcoholic 
beverages and restrictions on promotions in 
connection with activities targeting young 
people. Voluntary agreements were the 
most common type of restriction related to 
industry sponsorship of sporting events and 
youth events for all beverage industries. 
Of the beverage types, full legally binding 
bans were most common for spirits, as was 
the case with advertising. A ban on spirit 
industry sponsorship was reported by seven 
Member States for sporting events and 
seven for youth events (Fig. 31). 
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Fig. 29. Distribution of scores for action area 6, marketing of alcoholic beverages 
(N = 30)
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a Partial statutory restriction means that the restriction applies during a certain time of day or for a certain place, or to the content.
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Fig. 30. Level of advertising restrictions in selected media sourcesa (N = 30)
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ACTION AREA 7. PRICING POLICIES
Increasing the price of alcoholic beverages has been identified as one of the three “best buy” policies due to the considerable 
evidence showing that regulating the price of alcohol through means such as taxation, or other policies like minimum unit 
pricing, reduces overall consumption and associated harm (105). Price increases on cheap alcohol were shown to have the biggest 
impact on consumption through, for instance, discounting increased off-premise purchase of alcohol and heavier on-premise 
drinking. Price control also plays a crucial role in combatting alcohol-related risks in vulnerable populations, such as young 
people, influencing consumers’ preferences and halting progression towards drinking large volumes of alcohol and/or episodes 
of heavy drinking. 
Fig. 32 shows the distribution of scores 
for pricing policies. It indicates that all 
Member States with data for this action 
area scored below 50 points, and most 
scored at the lower end of the distribution.
While weighted points for the affordability 
of alcohol12 were low for most Member 
States (only one scored the maximum 
16 points), other pricing policies were 
significant factors in the low overall scores 
due to their weighted contribution to 
scores for the action area. Fig. 33 shows 
the number of Member States that adjust 
the price of alcohol in relation to the level 
of inflation, indicating that five adjust the 
price of beer and spirits, and three the 
price of wine. 
Other key indicators in this action area 
include establishing minimum prices for 
alcohol, requiring non-alcoholic beverages 
to be sold at a lower price, banning 
below-cost selling and volume discounts, 
and implementing an additional levy 
on specific alcoholic products. Sixteen 
Member States lacked all of these policies. 
One EU Member State has implemented a 
minimum unit price for alcohol, two have 
policies on selling non-alcoholic beverages 
at a lower price than alcoholic beverages, 
two have a ban on below-cost selling, 
three have a ban on volume discounts, 
and five have an additional levy on specific 
alcoholic beverages. 
12 This is based on an affordability index for 50 cl beer, 
75 cl wine, 70 cl spirits (local brand) and 70 cl spirits 
(imported brand).
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Fig. 32. Distribution of scores for action area 7, pricing policies (n = 26)
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Fig. 33. Member States that adjust the prices of alcoholic beverages for inflation
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ACTION AREA 8. 
REDUCING THE NEGATIVE 
CONSEQUENCES OF 
DRINKING AND ALCOHOL 
INTOXICATION
Heavy drinking patterns not only 
contribute to specific harms such as 
injuries, violence and alcohol poisoning, 
but also to long-term chronic harm (12). 
Policy options to reduce these harms by 
influencing the way in which alcohol is 
consumed focus on modifying the drinking 
environment to discourage heavy drinking 
and on informing consumers and raising 
awareness of the risks of consuming large 
amounts of alcohol on a single occasion. 
Concrete examples include server training 
(teaching servers, for example, not to 
serve any more alcohol to people who 
are already intoxicated) and health warning 
labels on alcoholic beverage containers.
The EAPA composite indicator score 
distribution in this action area is towards 
the lower end, with most countries scoring 
40 points or less (Fig. 34). Seven countries 
scored between 60 and 70 points. 
Fig. 35 shows that most Member States 
have not implemented the three policy 
measures covered by this action area. Half 
have not implemented server training, 20 
do not have legal requirements for health 
warning labels on alcohol advertisements, 
and 28 do not have a legal requirement for 
warning labels on bottles or containers.  
 
 
ACTION AREA 9. REDUCING THE PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACT OF ILLICIT ALCOHOL 
AND INFORMALLY PRODUCED ALCOHOL
New estimates for the EU+ show that unrecorded alcohol consumption accounts for 12.4% of the total APC (see Part 1). 
Illicitly and informally produced alcohol can not only have a potentially greater negative health impact than commercially 
produced alcohol, mainly due to lower cost and less restricted availability, but may also contribute to losses in tax revenue 
and potentially undermine national alcohol policy through cross-border trade (12). Steps should be taken to ensure that 
national alcohol policy addresses the health harm stemming from illicit and informally distributed and/or produced 
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Fig. 34. Distribution of scores for action area 8, reducing the negative consequences
of drinking and alcohol intoxication (N = 30)
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alcohol. Measures such as computerized tracking should be introduced to facilitate the tracking and identification of 
illicit products, and national surveillance systems should be improved to regularly monitor the extent of unrecorded 
alcohol in the country. To do so, good market knowledge, an appropriate legislative framework and active enforcement of 
policy measures are required. 
The scores for this action area were widely dispersed, with 10 Member States scoring between 21 and 40 points, 15 scoring 61 
to 70, and five scoring in the highest category of 91 to 100 points (Fig. 36). 
One of the main instruments for ensuring 
that alcohol is managed and taxed within 
the system is the excise tax stamp, the main 
purpose of which is to provide a physical 
means of collecting tax. The stamp is proof 
to a recognized governing authority that a 
payment has been made for a particular 
alcohol product. The excise stamp system 
also acts, at least to some extent, as a 
guarantee that the product is genuine and 
has been certified by a governing authority. 
Depending on the technical standards 
and security features of the excise stamp, 
production, sale and consumption of 
counterfeit alcohol products could effectively 
be prevented: holographic excise stamps 
in combination with security holograms, 
for instance, have been shown to be good, 
physical anticounterfeiting technologies. 
The beverage type for which most Member 
States report an existing system of stamps 
and labels on containers was spirits (n = 15), 
followed by wine (n = 5). Only one Member 
State reported having a system for stamps 
and labels on beer (Fig. 37). 
The vast majority of Member States have 
legislation to prevent illegal production of 
alcohol (n = 29) and illegal sale (n = 29). 
Establishing the level of unrecorded 
consumption in a country is difficult and 
requires several data sources to produce 
estimates. Eleven Member States reported 
having a monitoring system that includes 
regular estimation of consumption of illicit 
and illegal alcohol. Reported sources of 
these estimations included expert opinion, 
research on unrecorded consumption, 
indirect estimates using government data 
on confiscated/seized alcohol, and indirect 
estimates using survey data.
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Fig. 36. Distribution of scores for action area 9, reducing the public health impact of 
illicit alcohol and informally produced alcohol (N = 30)
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ACTION AREA 10. MONITORING AND SURVEILLANCE
A well established monitoring and surveillance system of alcohol consumption and associated harm is an important component 
of following trends and enabling the introduction of policy measures to respond to increasing levels of harmful alcohol use and 
alcohol-related harm. Such systems also allow for an evaluation of the impact of alcohol policies (12). Most Member States scored 
towards the higher end of the distribution of scores: 21 Member States scored 61 points or higher (Fig. 38). 
Most Member States reported having 
monitoring systems in place that include data 
on alcohol consumption in the population 
(n = 24), and most also reported having 
national population-based surveys that 
include questions about alcohol (n = 20). 
Fig. 39 shows further aspects of national 
monitoring systems. Regular reports are 
available in most Member States (n = 28), 
and the monitoring of alcohol and health is 
mandated by a person, institution, depart-
ment or organization within the country in 
21. While data on health consequences are 
included in the monitoring system in most 
Member States, data on policy responses 
and social consequences appear to largely 
be absent. 
In line with the Action plan on youth 
drinking and on heavy episodic drinking 
(binge drinking), 2014–2016 endorsed by 
the Committee on National Alcohol Policy 
and Action (113), data on these specific 
areas are important for monitoring 
drinking among young people and risky 
drinking patterns. While 28 Member 
States reported having national surveys on 
the rates of HED, fewer have monitoring 
systems that include national youth 
surveys (n = 21). 
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Fig. 38. Distribution of scores for action area 10, monitoring and surveillance (N = 30)
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DISCUSSION
Trends in alcohol consumption and harm in the EU+
The observed decline of total APC in the EU+ is not statistically significant, except for adolescents (age group 15–19 years). 
Although alcohol-attributable harm, especially age-adjusted alcohol-attributable harm, and heavy drinking occasions have 
decreased since 2010, which is positive, the burden of alcohol in the EU+ in 2016 remains too high. Average adult alcohol 
consumption was 11.3 litres of pure alcohol per person (including life-time abstainers and former drinkers). This is an average 
intake of about 170 grams of pure alcohol per week, which is equivalent to more than two bottles of wine. In current drinkers 
(people who reported drinking alcohol within the last 12 months), the number was as high as 15.7 litres per person, which is 
equivalent to an average weekly intake of about 237 grams of pure alcohol, or more than three bottles of wine, per week. 
There were 291 000 preventable deaths, 7.6 million YLL and 10.3 million DALYs attributable (or due) to alcohol in the EU+ 
in 2016. This means that alcohol remains one of the most important risk factors for burden of mortality and disease in this 
subregion, being responsible for 5.5% of all deaths in the EU+ and 6.8% of all DALYs in 2016.
The fact that the harm decreased in almost all EU+ countries but the APC decreased in only about half needs to be discussed 
further.
How can these developments be explained?
The composition of death and disease in the EU+
It is essential to acknowledge that change in alcohol-attributable burden is always a function of alcohol exposure and other 
environmental variables. This is true even for AAFs, which, at first sight, would seem to depend only on alcohol exposure and 
time-invariant relative risks (see the Data sources and methods source, Formula 1). Overall AAFs, YLLs or DALYs are nevertheless 
very much dependent upon their composition of different disease and injury categories, and how this composition changes over 
time. Changes in alcohol-attributable burden fractions between 2010 and 2016 therefore depended not only on changes in 
overall consumption and heavy drinking occasion prevalence, but also on the composition of death and disease in the EU+: that 
is, whether causes of death or DALYs with high AAFs increased or decreased relative to other causes. Causes with high AAFs 
decreased substantially in the time period since 2010, which explains how a 1.5% decrease in alcohol exposure coupled with a 
11% decrease in prevalence of HED can be associated with an 8.6% decrease in the AAF for number of deaths, a 10.3% decrease 
for YLL, and a 10% decrease for DALYs.
Age-adjusted alcohol-attributable rates of standard health outcomes (mortality, YLL and DALYs) depend even more heavily 
on factors other than alcohol use (such as other risk factors, the health-care system and economic conditions, including issues 
such as poverty and inequality). How can other risk factors impact on alcohol-attributable rates? Consider the example of 
oesophagus cancer. Imagine a case where alcohol is constant, but tobacco smoking decreased markedly. This means that the 
interaction effects of alcohol and smoking on oesophagus cancer will be smaller and the overall incidence and mortality rates of 
this cancer type will decrease. Once the same AAF is applied to a smaller rate, the alcohol-attributable rate will also decrease.
General (meaning all-cause) rates of mortality, YLL and DALYs, and changes to them, can be used as overall indicators for the 
net effects of these influences. All-cause mortality rates strongly affect alcohol-attributable rates and, as indicated above, the 
changes in alcohol-attributable rates between 2010 and 2016 were more dependent on changes in all-cause rates than on 
changes of alcohol exposure levels. 
This means that the decreases in alcohol-attributable mortality, YLL and DALY rates were due mainly to the overall improvement 
in rates of mortality for conditions causally related to alcohol. EU+ countries have shown a considerably decreased prevalence of 
morbidity and mortality from cancer, CVD, liver cirrhosis and injury since 2010, so alcohol-attributable rates have also decreased, 
even if the level of alcohol consumption did not decrease that much (except in the age group 15–16 years).
Against this background, the EU+ is in a favourable position to have decreased rates for all-cause mortality and DALYs. Lower 
levels of alcohol exposure indicators have contributed to the decrease, but the contribution of lowered alcohol exposure could 
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have been greater with further decreases in consumption and HED, as these two dimensions affect disease incidence and 
mortality (30).
The impact of unrecorded alcohol consumption
At the same time, the relative increase of +22.3% in unrecorded alcohol consumption between 2010 and 2016 needs to be 
better understood and calls for evidence-based policy measures. The Global strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol (114) and 
the EAPA provide a series of recommendations to reduce the risk stemming from unrecorded alcohol consumption, which can 
be classified into three categories:
1. developing and strengthening monitoring systems for illicit alcohol production and sale – for instance, countries like Sweden 
or Finland include questions on unrecorded alcohol in their national systems for monitoring alcohol consumption; 
2. regulating the sale of informally produced alcohol and bringing it into taxation systems by, for example, offering financial 
incentives for small-scale alcohol producers to sell the alcohol to a state-managed trade organization and not directly to the 
consumer, as in the case of the German spirits monopoly; and 
3. ensuring the necessary cooperation and information exchange on combating illicit alcohol production and use among 
authorities at national and international levels. 
Given the role alcohol consumption plays in contributing to socioeconomic inequities in mortality, unrecorded alcohol consumption 
should be monitored and reduced via the enactment of alcohol policies and interventions to prevent the socioeconomic gap in 
mortality widening even further (20).
Scaling up evidence-based alcohol policy
There are some warning signs that the outlined developments may not continue automatically in the future: the simultaneous 
decrease in the level of alcohol consumption with a reduction of heavy drinking patterns in EU+ countries seems to have come 
to a halt. Apparent increases in income inequality in some countries and in some high-income countries seem to be linked to 
increases in mortality, and alcohol use may play a role (22,115). 
Based on previous experiences, it cannot be assumed that the favourable trends will continue without any effort to better 
control alcohol consumption in the future, specifically through implementation of evidence-based policies.
The analysis of policy implementation in countries has shown, however, areas where Member States clearly should further 
invest to improve policy response. Although caution should be exercised when interpreting the total achieved scores per country 
as well as the aggregated country policy mean (Fig. 1), observed distributions per action area provide important hints.
Out of the 10 policy action areas of the EAPA, there were three in which Member States as a whole scored more than two 
thirds of the total possible policy score (based on the mean): leadership, awareness and commitment (action area 1); drink–
driving policies and countermeasures (area 4); and monitoring and surveillance (area 10). There were three areas for which 
Member States as a whole scored less than one third of the total possible policy score (based on the mean): reducing the 
negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication (area 8), with only two countries having a legal requirement for 
warning labels on bottles or containers, despite alcohol being classified as a carcinogen; pricing policies (area 7), with only 
five countries adjusting the price of beer and spirits for inflation and only three adjusting the price of wine; and marketing of 
alcoholic beverages (area 6), with no country employing a complete ban on alcohol advertising and product placement across 
different types of media. 
This is not surprising, as policies in the former three areas (awareness-raising, drink–driving and surveillance) are relatively easy 
to implement and enforce, while those in the latter three are rather unpopular (pricing and marketing restrictions) or difficult 
to implement due to the stigma of alcohol dependence (negative consequences of drinking and alcohol intoxication). More can 
and should be done in these three policy areas, especially given the robust evidence that increasing the price of alcohol is one 
of the most cost-effective alcohol policies available. In practice, effective pricing and marketing controls to reduce alcohol harm 
are often well accepted by the general public.
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Evaluation of national alcohol policies and data collection
Unfortunately, the assessment of alcohol policy in 2016 was a snapshot, and it has not been possible to look at changes from 
2010 due to differences in indicators used to calculate the policy scores. Despite the obvious benefits and potential the new 
tool offers, the tool and results it produces also have some substantial limitations. EAPA composite indicators in their current 
form take the reported legislation and policies at face value, without any measurement of enforcement. This substantially 
limits cross-country comparability of results in the 10 areas, as enforcement rates might vary strongly. Limitations are also 
linked to alcohol policy scales being self-reported at country level, with no external validity checks, and some countries having 
decentralized prevention, health and treatment responsibilities and services that lack good reporting mechanisms to national 
level. It is difficult to describe this variation within a single country-level report. 
Despite these limitations, the EAPA composite indicators provide a tool for evaluating national policies to ensure they reflect the 
current evidence base and recommended best practices. As they are explicitly tied to EAPA, which has been endorsed by all 53 
Member States of the European Region, they provide Member States with an opportunity to monitor their individual trends over 
time and compare policy options adopted by other countries. At the same time, the tool and the country fact sheets (116)13 can 
also be good indicative instruments for identifying which countries are excelling in particular areas and facilitate networking 
and sharing of good practices.
The international comparability achieved through one joint instrument presents the potential to coordinate international efforts 
to reduce alcohol consumption and alcohol-attributable harm. This is particularly important when policy-makers have to adopt 
vital but unpopular policies, such as alcohol price increases, which are likely to prove unpopular with economic operators, or 
when international coordination is required to harmonize policies and enforcement in one broader region, as, for instance, in the 
case of reducing unrecorded alcohol consumption related to smuggled alcohol or in cross-border marketing through broadcast 
or social media.
The large amount of missing data, particularly in action area 3 (health services’ responses), where data were missing for 12 
Member States, needs to be addressed in the next round of data collection. Composite scores could not be calculated for these 
countries due to insufficient data. Data mainly were missing for the existence and implementation of SBI programmes in both 
service provision and monitoring, signalling a need for improvement in this area. In combination with action area 9 (reducing 
the public health impact of illicit alcohol and informally produced alcohol), wider implementation of SBIs and better access to 
specialist treatment might contribute to the development and implementation of high-risk strategies to reduce consumption 
and harm in vulnerable populations. 
 
CONCLUSION
Alcohol was responsible for over 290 000 deaths and 7.6 million YLL in the EU+ in 2016. Wide variability in rates of alcohol-
attributable deaths and YLL were also seen across EU countries, with the pattern of differences similar, but not identical, to 
the pattern of differences in APC. In absolute numbers, most alcohol-related deaths occurred in middle and older age, but the 
proportion of all alcohol-related deaths was much higher among younger age groups. This means that compared to middle-
aged and older people, deaths in younger people are more likely to be alcohol-attributable, often due to injuries. Countries 
with higher APC tended to have higher death rates and more alcohol-related YLL than countries with lower APC, but there was 
almost a six-fold variability in alcohol-related death rates per one litre consumption of alcohol between the country with the 
lowest alcohol-related death rate and the country with the highest, predominantly due to differences between countries in the 
underlying death rates from all causes, and different patterns of disease and levels of wealth and inequality within countries. If 
the levels of alcohol consumption in higher-consuming countries were to decrease, poorer countries were to become richer and 
income differentials that were higher in some countries were to decrease, alcohol-related harm for the EU+ would decrease. 
APC for the EU+ did not change significantly between 2010 and 2016: it was 11.5 litres per adult in 2010 and 11.3 in 2016, 
the small difference being within the margin of measurement error. The prevalence of HED, however, decreased from 34.1% to 
13 The country fact sheets have been developed in parallel to this report and are complementary to it. 
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30.4%, a proportional drop of 10.7%, and alcohol consumption decreased substantially in the age group 15–19 years. There 
was very wide variability in changes over the six-year period. The range extended from a proportional drop in APC of 20% to 
an increase of 11%.
Despite no change in APC in the adult population, the absolute numbers and age-standardized rates of alcohol-attributable 
death, YLL and DALYs declined for EU+ countries, which can likely be explained by overall improvements in health for the EU+ 
population.
It is a welcome sign that overall age-standardized death rates have reduced, but this provides no room for complacency for the 
following reasons.
 
• There seems to be a general flattening of gains in all-cause death rates, and an associated flattening of life expectancy. There 
will therefore be a flattening of decreases in alcohol-related death rates independent of changes in alcohol consumption.
• Gender trends differ, with falls in consumption and harm being greater for women than men.
• There seem to be increases in income inequality, which will lead to increases in alcohol-attributable harm independent of 
changes in alcohol consumption.
• Reductions of heavy drinking patterns in EU+ countries, which may have had an impact in reducing alcohol-related harm, 
seem to have come to a halt. 
The decline in young people’s alcohol consumption between 2013 and 2015 seemed to have levelled out in some EU 
Member States in 2016. All of these signs indicate that to maintain reductions in alcohol-attributable health and social harm, 
implementation of evidence-based alcohol policies needs to be stepped up to decrease levels of APC, which have not changed 
for the whole EU+ over the last six years, at least. It also means that existing alcohol policy responses need to continue to be 
strengthened. Existing policy scores can be a useful tool for measuring policy application, but further development of objectively 
identifiable and verifiable detailed policy measures with specific data on their implementation is needed. 
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